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1.0 FOREWORD, SCOPE AND PURPOSE
This document is submitted in compliance with the require-
ments of contract NAS 9-17877. It constitutes the Task
Report for Task 1 of the related Statement of Work, as per
DRL: T-2067, DRD: SE iiii T.
The focus of this document is on the utilization of Tether
systems to improve the lowest possible steady-gravity
level on the Space Station. In fact particular emphasis is
placed by the microgravity community on the achievement of
high quality microgravity conditions.
The purpose of this study is to explore the tether capa-
bility for active control of the center of gravity and to
analyse possible tethered configurations.
The study on the acceleration environment of the Space
Station has been performed by University of Padua, Princi-
pal Investigator - Prof. S. Bergamaschi, and it is report-
ed in Appendix A.
The analysis of acceleration noise related to possible
tether configurations has been performed by SAO, Principal
Investigator - E. Lorenzini and it is reported in Appendix
B.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
SCIENCE MICROGRAVITY REQUIREMENTS
The availability of an environment with a very low level
of acceleration is one of the reasons for building the
Space Station from the science point of view. This is even
more true for future industrial and commercial use of
space. The most severe requirements on the acceptable
acceleration level come from the material processing
community which regards a steady or low frequency acceler-
ation of 1 micro-g as acceptable and one of 0.01 micro-g
as desirable (in the frequency range 0 to 0.01 Hz). This
very strict requirements are largely exceeded by the ISS
specification which is 10 micro-g at all frequencies.
The requirements drop quickly at higher frequencies and
are I0 micro-g at 1 Hz and 1 millig at i00 Hz (see fig. i,
from Ref. i).
Sensitive experiments can be mechanically insulated from
the high frequencies acceleration sources with the proper
devices. Steady or very low frequency accelerations are
rather difficult to deal with in this manner so the only
possible way of obtaining a good experimental environment
lies in reducing the causes of the accelerations.
2.2 ISS ENVIRONMENT
From the phased program assembly configuration data it was
possible to extract the relevant information for a defini-
tion of the actual steady or quasi-static micro-g environ-
ment on the ISS. Some assumptions were made in order to
compute the forces. The two main ones are:
- Space Station in the nominal attitude position with all
the solar panels perpendicular to flight direction
(worst case for drag).
- Max attitude motion amplitude of 5 degrees and 0.02
degree/second max rate (worst case within the Space
Station requirements).
For a detailed mathematical formulation please refer to
appendix A.
The main sources of accelerations were found to be:
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FIG. 1 - NAUMANN PROPOSED ACCELERATION LIMITS
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- atmospheric drag which causes a steady acceleration
equal on all the points of the ISS directed approxi-
mately along the flight direction (X axis);
- gravity gradient. The acceleration caused by the
gravity gradient is almost steady (with little varia-
tions due to the orbital eccentricity) and depends on
the distance from the ISS center of gravity (C.o.G.)
along the local vertical and out of orbital plane
direction. On the lab modules this acceleration is
directed mainly along the local vertical.
In figure 2 the relative positions of the U.S. lab and
C.o.G. are shown. The elliptical line is the envelope
of the room within which the C.o.G. should lie in order
to limit the value of gravity gradient acceleration to
1 micro-g in the whole laboratory.
The two dash lines limit the portion of the laboratory
which is within the 1 micro-g requirements in OF2 and
MBI6 flights.
- Attitude motion. The acceleration due to the attitude
motion assumed has a period which is a fraction of the
orbital period (approximately one third) and depends on
the distance from the C.o.G. being so rather large on
the European and Japanese modules.
All these disturbances are approximately of the same order
of magnitude in the U.S. module being of the order of 0.3
to 1 micro-g.
The accelerations depend on the Space Station configura-
tion and location examined. Two configurations of the
Space Station were singled out as important:
i) flight OF2 (end of phase I);
2) flight MBI6 (end of phase 2).
The main features of these configurations are reported in
table I. Two locations were thought to be particularly
significant:
a) center of the U.S. lab (which is one of the positions
where the disturbances are lower)
b) end of the European module (which is almost the worst
case).
The four graphs reported in the following pages summarize
the accelerations along the three ax_s as a function of
time (fig. 3, 4, 5, 6).
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FIG. 2 - GRAVITY GRADIENT 1 MICRO-G ENVELOPES (U.S. LAB)
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Some observations can be made from the graphs:
i) mean value of the accelerations along X (which is due
to the drag) does not change much between the four
cases;
2) mean values of accelerations along Z, which are due to
gravity gradient, are distinctly higher in the two MBI6
cases;
3) the amplitude of acceleration oscillations is markedly
higher on the end of the European lab (this is due to
the effects of attitude motion).
The maximum overall acceleration is something of the order
of 1 to 4 micro-g.
Other effects could increase the level of steady or quasi
static accelerations but were not included mainly for lack
of sufficient information. Among them there is, for in-
stance, the effects of solar inertial pointing mode of the
solar arrays which will cause a periodic torque on the
ISS. Another example can be the low frequency components
of the random disturbances interesting the Space Station.
Obviously the analysis of the_e effects would require a
detailed knowledge of the ISS which was not available.
In synthesis the accelerations due to deterministic causes
are near the 1 micro-g level in all the cases considered
and well above that on the European and Japanese modules.
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O DATA ON SPACE STATION
CONFIGURATION
MASS (KG)
ZCOG (M}
OF2
m_
204.5 103
4.108
MB16
258.8 103
2.33
=
FROM
"PHASED PROGRAM
CONFIGURATION DATA"
o MEAN ORBITAL RATE: 1.14 - 10 .3 RAD/SEC (366 KM)
o TETHER SIZE DICTATED BY IMPACT PROBLEMS
o MAX AMPLITUDE OF TETHER IN PLANE LIBRATIONS: *_ 3 °
o DISTURBANCE CHARACTERISTICS: AMPLITUDE + 5 pG; FREQUENCY = n
o SYSTEM DIMENSION OPTIMIZED WITH REFERENCE TO SYSTEM MASS AND SIZE
o TETHER MATERIAL: ALUMINIUM
TABLE 1 - REFERENCE DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS
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FIG. 3 - PHASE 1 (OF2) ACCELERATIONS DUE TO EXTERNAL
SOURCES AND ROTATIONS. CENTER OF THE U.S. LAB
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FIG. 4 - PHASE 2 (MBI6) ACCELERATIONS DUE TO EXTERNAL
SOURCES AND ROTATIONS. CENTER OF THE U.S. LAB
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SOURCES AND ROTATIONS. COLUMBUS END
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3.0 TETHER C.O.G. CONTROL RATIONALE
The presence of a tethered system causes, in general, a
displacement of the C.o.G. along the local vertical. This
can be used to reduce the value of the gravity gradient
acceleration along Z to an arbitrarily small value in a
given point. Moreover with a periodic variation of tether
length, periodic accelerations along Z axis can be coun-
teracted. The effect of tethered system on accelerations
along X and Y is, in general, quite small and was not
examined in detail. Tether length variations can be used
to damp attitude motion of the Space Station so reducing
the g level due to centrifugal forces. This was not
analyzed as it involves the general issue of Space Station
attitude control which is beyond the scope of this study.
3.1. BASIC EQUATIONS
The basic method to reduce gravity gradient effects is to
shift the C.o.G. until it is the nearest possible to the
micro-g lab.
In the following a simple tether system with its tether
attachment point placed in the geometrical center of the
truss is assumed. The tether is aligned with the local
vertical.
Assuming a static tether the C.o.G. shift is:
z = mcw i/(mcw+ms ) (assuming a mass-less tether)
where:
1 =
Z =
mcw -
s
tether length
C.o.G. shift along z
mass of the counterweight
station mass
This means, in our case, that assuming:
z = 2 m
mcw = 500 kg 3
m s I00 i0 kg
Then
1 = 400 m
With these values (roughly applicable to MB-7) we reduce
the gravity gradient along z to a nominal zero but we
still have a gravity gradient effect due to the C.o.G.
shift along y which is approx
ay = 0.6 _g
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A few calculations show that with
tether length
counterweight mass
i00 to 200 meters
150 to 750 kg
we could be able to make null the gravity gradient along
z. In this way we could reduce the value of overall
gravity gradient from a range
1.2 t 0.4 _g without tethers
to the range
0.6 _ 0.4 _g with tethers
C.o.G. shift along y would involve extremely large
(order of 5 to 10% of Space Station mass).
The periodic perturbations can be compensated
periodically varying tether length.
In fact let
_ = position of the laboratory along z from thethe Space Station + tethered mass
masses
with a
C.o.G.
zs = position of the C.o.G. of the Space Station alone
Zcw = position of the tethered mass
then:
zI = Zs+d
d = distance between Space Station C.o.G. and laboratory
= constant
Zcw = Zs+l
1 = tether length = Io - Ic sin(wt)
1o = mean tether length
Ic = varying portion of tether length
w = frequency of the motion = disturbance frequency
It can be shown that with a periodic acceleration
a = ao sin(w t)
it has to be
_i - 3n2zl = ao sin(w t) I)
to obtain a null value of residual acceleration along z.
From I) it can be found
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io = ms + mcw
mcw
a
lc = o ,
w a + 3n a
d 2)
m S + mcw
m
s
3)
Another important consideration which has to be done
one is dealing with varying length tethers is about
inherent coupling between longitudinal and
motion.
Let
when
their
pendular
8 = in-plane angle between the tether and local vertical
I = moment of inertia of the system around its C.o.G.
ms*mcw 12
(m + m )
s cw
Then from the conservation of angular momentum
5 (i
....... = 3 n2I e
6t
4)
for small value of 8 with
Q •
=O+n
Expanding equation 4) for
io >> ic and (9 << n and 1 = Io - ic sin(w t)
ic w n
max = 2 --
io 3n 2 - w 2
5)
which for n = w it reduces to
8ma x = ic/l o
where 8 is the max angle
vertica_ x
between tether and local
If we want to keep
to be
1 > 20 1
o c
8 small (<2.5 deg.) for w = n it
6)
has
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This is an heavy constraint on the tether length.
Combining equations 2,3 and 5 we obtain
aO = 4 d*n 2 Omax if w = n 7)
This means that to be able to compensate large values
environmental periodic disturbances we need a large
of d (if 8 is small).
of
value
Summarizing:
In the case of periodic variation of tether length another
constraint appears due to the fact that changes of the
tether length cause deviation of the tether direction from
the local vertical. In the case of harmonic variations of
tether length, the tether will librate in the orbital
plane around its nominal position with angular amplitude
which is proportional to the ratio between tether length
variation and tether average length. So, given that it is
desirable that these oscillations are limited, a con-
straint is imposed on the ratio between average length and
its variation.
3.2 TETHERED SYSTEM SIZING
Four tethered configurations have been analysed and found
applicable to the phase 1 Space Station.
I) Single tether configuration
The simplest possible tethered system is one with
a) only one tether (deployed downwards)
b) tether attachment point (T.A.P.) on the yaw
of the Space Station.
axis
Using the previously introduced symbology it has to be
mcw (i - d) = m s d
The main advantage of
simplicity.
The disadvantages are:
this system is its extreme
- Low tether tension
[the tether tension is T = 3 n=mcw (l-d)
- Clearance problem for the presence of the tether
the core Space Station zone.
- Low level of periodic accelerations which can
counteracted (equation 7))
in
be
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2)
3)
Double tether centered configuration
This system is made by two tethers (one deployed
upwards and the other downwards) with their T.A.P.'s
located along the local vertical. In order to zero the
gravity gradient along z axis it has to be
m I (i I - D) = m 2 (12 + D) + ms*D 8)
m I , 11 for the downward tether
m 2 , 12 for the upward tether
D = distance of _g lab from S.S.C.o.G.
This is the simplest system which is able to counter-
act large value of periodically varying acceleration
with only one mobile tether.
Equation 7) can now in fact be written as
4 n 2 8ma x [m 2 (12+D) + m D] 9)
ao = ......................
m
s
Again a big disadvantage of this configuration is
fact that all the space near the local vertical
downwards and upwards) is of problematic use
clearance problems.
the
(both
for
Double tethered shifted configuration
The system is made by two tethers (one upward and the
other downward with their T.A.P. shifted orthogonally
to the orbital plane.
Equation 8) and 9) still hold but added constraints
are present.
In fact, to avoid undesired torques around Y and x
axis it has to be
m I 11 x I = m 2 12 x 2
ml ii Yl = m2 12 Y2
being
i0)
XI' Yl
X2' Y2
coordinate of the downward tether T.A.P.
coordinate of the upward T.A.P.
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2
4)
The big Denefit of this system is that in this way the
space wear the local vertical can be freed from clear-
ance problems.
With only one mobile tether (for periodic disturbanc-
es) the T.A.P. of one of the tether has to be moved
according to equation 9) to avoid undesired torquers.
If y is the coordinate of the mobile system it has to
be:
Ymax - Ymin
Ymax + Ymin
that is:
= 2
ic
_u
1o
Ymax - Ymin
= 0.05 if equation 6 applies
Yaverage
and for a system with Yaverage = 40 m
ymax - ymin = 2 m.
Elevator configuration
This configuration is made by two fixed (centered)
tether along one of which a mobile mass (called eleva-
tor) can move.
In this case
m I (ll-d) + me (i e- d) = m 2
where
(12+d) + m s d
me, ie apply to the mobile mass
This configuration is inherently more stable than
others but a big increase in complexity is called
the elevator design.
the
for
3.3. TETHER MASS
All considerations up to this
effects of tether mass. In reality
profound impact on tethered systems
behaviour.
First of all it can now be considered
single tether static system.
The C.o.G. shift is
point do not include the
tether mass has a
configuration and
what happens in a
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12
m s zs = _ -- + mcw 1
2
with _ = linear tether density
The total tethered system mass is instead
M = _I + mcw
For a given value
m s zs _i
M = + --
1 2
of zs the total tethered mass is then
and the minimum M
w.r.t, i) with:
1/2
m s zs
1 = 2
can be found to be (if _ is constant
1/2
m s zs
M = 2 *
m = 0
CW
This conclusion, although surprising, can be better under-
stood if we think to the extreme case in which _ = 0. In
this case the minimum mass system would be one with coun-
terweight mass extremely small and extremely far from
Space Station.
On one hand it can be shown that for any desired value of
Zs a minimum mass tethered system can be defined; this
choice leads to rather long system (near to maximum
possible tether length) in which the end mass is only a
small fraction of the overall tethered system mass.
On the other hand, the tether will be a costly and deli-
cate component of the system, whereas the end mass can be
relatively cheap as it can be made by disposable items and
it can even pay for itself as suitable experiment can be
conceivably placed as end mass. Even from the pure dynamic
standpoint a light end mass is not desiderable as it
implies very low tether tension near the end and this is a
condition which it is better to avoid.
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The tether section is determined, more than by structural
consideration, by the problem of meteoroids and debris
impacts. A complete assessment of the problem is not
within the scope of this study, but some evaluations were
made with the following assumptions:
a) Meteoroids distribution
lOgl0 Nme t = -14.7 - 1.213 lOgl0 mme t
Nme t = meteoroids per second per square meter
mmet = meteoroid mass
b) Debris distribution
lOgl0 Ndebris = -2.52 lOgl0 Dde b - 5.46
Ndebris = number of debris for square meter for year
Dde b = debris diameter (centimeters)
c) Tether cut
The tether is assumed to be cut when is completely
penetrated by the impacting mass.
Here it can be said that, for a long duration tether
system, tether masses of the order of hundreds of kg per
km are expected.
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CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS
ASSUMPTIONS AND CRITERIA
The main assumptions used are reported in table i. The
rationale for these assumptions are:
- mean orbital rate = 1.14 "10 -3. An average value is
used which is adequate for orbital rate at minimum and
maximum Space Station height;
- tether size as already said is dictated by impact
problem. In our study a survival probability of 95%
over a year was considered acceptable. The meteoroids
and debris distribution are excerpted from ref. 2 and
3. See fig. 7 for the values used for tether diameter
as a function of tether length. The tether rupture
condition was assumed to be tether complete penetra-
tion. The one wall structure Equation of Fish and
Summers (NASA SP9013) was used for assessment of
meteoroids penetration;
- max. amplitude of tether in plane librations is an
arbitrary value which is thought to be reasonable. This
value of 3 degrees leads to a ratio between average
tether length and tether length variation near to 20;
the amplitude of disturbance is again a reasonable
arbitrary value (possibly greater than the actual
value). The frequency of this harmonic disturbance
equal to the mean orbital rate was selected as many
source of disturbance have this frequency (solar panel
motion, night - day density variation, eccentricity of
the orbit). The disturbance is assumed to be only along
the Z axis and of 5 micro-g amplitude;
- system dimension optimization criteria. The criteria
used is: choice of the minimum length system which has
a mass at most 20% greater than the minimum mass
system. This was done to reduce tether length (approx
by 40%) to reasonable values;
- tether material choice:aluminum. In many studies and in
the foreseen actual flight the adopted tether material
is Kevlar basically for its good stiffness to weight
and strength to weight ratios; in our case the choice
of aluminum was made as we are interested to the
problem of meteoroids impact.
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MINBI_M TETHER DL4_TER REQUIRED BY IMPACT PROBLEMS
B.83
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N
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FIG. 7 I MINIMUM ALUMINUM TETHER DIAMETER REQUIRED BY IMPACT
PROBLEMS (95% SURVIVAL PROBABILITY OVER A YEAR)
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Material endurance against meteoroids impacts grows
with Young's module and density. Kevlar and other
composite materials have the problem that, although
their Young's module is quite high along the fiber
direction (which will be the tether direction), this is
not so (being lower by an order of magnitude) in the
direction orthogonal to the fibers, which is the
direction which will be interested by most of the hits.
Aluminum has instead a reasonable isotropic Young's
module and the relatively large amount of data on
hypervelocity impacts on aluminum makes its choice a
sensible one as relevant equations are available.
4.2 CONFIGURATIONS RATIONALE AND RESULTS
Four tethered system configurations were selected as basis
for our analysis at the end of phase 1 and phase 2 Space
Station.
Except for the double tether shifted configuration (of
which more will be said later) the tether attachment point
coordinates have to have the same values of X and Y of the
C.o.G. in order to avoid undesired torques. This implies
two things:
i) In phase 1 the tether attachment point (henceforth
T.A.P.) should be between the two U.S. modules, shifted
along the - X direction with respect to the geometrical
center of the middle boom. During phase 2 the T.A.P.
should be placed on the upper and lower booms.
2) The T.A.P. would have to be moved with every major
C.o.G. shift along X and Y direction.
The tethered system configurations were dimensioned
assuming that we want to achieve a nominal zero value of
gravity gradient acceleration along Z in the center of the
U.S. laboratory.
a) Single tether configuration
The simplest system is made by a single tether pointing
downwards. This system has an intrinsically low capa-
bility of dealing with dynamic disturbances, but can
make null the steady acceleration along Z in a given
point. The main features of this configuration at the
end of the two phases are in table 2. As it can be seen
light and relatively small systems are sufficient. In
the phase 1 the resulting length is lower than 2 km and
the end mass falls so inside the zone where Space
Station full control of every moving object is assumed.
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SINGLE TETHER
H1
0
L1
PHASE I (OF2)
PHASEII(MB16)
END MASS
M1 (KG)
,m
70.4
TETHER LEN.
Ll(m)
1660
134.8 2766
TETHER MASS
MT (KO)
79
230
TABLE 2 - SINGLE TETHER CONFIGURATION DATA
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This can not be accomplished in case of tether severage
unless dedicated hardware is placed on the end mass.
Bigger tether length would lead to extremely low end
masses complicating so tether dynamics. In phase 1 the
C.o.G. shift due to tether would reduce the accelera-
tions along z only by few tenths of micro-g so it does
not seem worthwhile to implement such a system for such
a small result. A big disadvantage of this configura-
tion is that in phase 1 the T.A.P. has to be placed
between the U.S. modules with the consequent clearance
problems. In phase 2 the gravity gradient acceleration
along Z is nearly 1 micro-g so the use of a tethered
system is more interesting, furthermore payloads placed
on the upper and lower booms can shift sensibly the
C.o.G. and this can be counteracted easily by changing
tether length by a fraction.
In summary the use of a single tether appears to be
appropriate only in the phase 2.
b) Double tether centered system
The system is made by two tethers with their T.A.P.'s
placed along the local vertical through the C.o.G. The
tether pointing downward is the mobile system and the
fixed one is pointing upward (this is only an assump-
tion. There is no need to have the downward system as
the mobile one). A sketch of the configuration and the
numerical result are reported in table 3.
The two tethers are not identical as in the dimension-
ing of the mobile system a big length is an advantage
in reducing the tether in-plane librations. This
configuration is the simplest which can counteract both
static and dynamic disturbances to a significant
degree. In fact, for the single tether configuration,
given that a small static C.o.G. shift is sufficient, a
relatively short system is required. This implies,
given that the ratio between tether length variation
and average tether length is constrained to be << i,
that only small variations of the C.o.G. position are
achievable with periodic elongations of the tether.
The use of a tether long enough to be able to cope with
the assumed dynamic disturbances would cause a large
average C.o.G. shift. This can be counteracted by a
second tether (fixed) which balances the average effect
of the mobile one.
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DOUBLE TETHER CENTERED CONFIGURATION
M1
O
L1 L2
M2
0
PHASE I
(OF2}
PHASE II
(MB16)
MOBILE TETHER SYSTEM FIXED TETHER SYSTEM
END MASS TETHER LEN. TET. MASS END MASS TET. LEN. TET. MASS
M 1 (KG) L1 (m) MT1 (KG) M2 (KG) L2 (m) MT2 (KG)
3O44
3649
83O5
8877
2473
2866
5388
6311
5919
635O
1175
1370
TABLE 3 - DOUBLE TETHER CENTERED CONFIGURATION DATA
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From the numerical results it can be seen that the
tethered systems are rather similar in the two cases at
the end of phase 1 and phase 2, so possibly the same
hardware could be used in both cases. The biggest
problem of this configuration is that of clearance. In
fact, during phase i, the zone in proximity of the core
Space Station is interested by tethers both in downward
and upward directions.
With reference to the other configurations this one is
massive, large and of medium complexity.
c) Double tethered shifted configuration
In the intent of overcoming the clearance problem of
the double tether configuration a shift of the T.A.P.'s
along Y direction is possible. The double tether
shifted configuration is almost identical to the
centered one (see table 4) except that the T.A.P.'s are
shifted along Y axis by approx 30 m from the middle
point of the transverse boom. This configuration is not
applicable to phase 2 Space Station where in any case
the clearance problem in the immediate proximity of the
U.S. lab. does not exist being the T.A.P.'s on the lower
and upper booms. A problem which affects this configu-
ration is the fact that to avoid undesired torques one
T.A.P. has to be shifted periodically in phase with
tether length variations.
The average distances of the T.A.P.'s from the C.o.G.
are slightly different as they do not balance each
other exactly in order to place the overall C.o.G. in
the center of the U.S. labs. The increase in complexity
of the system due to the mobile T.A.P. issue probably
outweighs the elimination of the clearance problems.
d) Elevator configuration
This configuration is made by two fixed centered
tethers, on one of which (the downward one) a mobile
mass, henceforth called elevator, is present. This
mobile mass accomplishes the same function of the
mobile tether but the elevator configuration is
intrisically more stable than the double tethered
centered one; in fact the end mass on the tether on
which the elevator is placed acts as a stabilizing
device for the tether in plane librations.
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DOUBLE TETHER SHIFTED CONF.
M1
O
L1 L2
M2
O
PHASE I (OF2)
END MASS
MllKG)
3O44
MOBILE TETHER SYSTEM
TET. LEN.
Ll(m)
8305
TET.MASS
MT1 (KG)
2473
SHIFT
B10(m)
29.84
RANGE
AB 1(m)
± 1.43
FIXED TETHER SYSTEM
ENDMASS
M2(KG)
TET.LEN.
L2(m)
59195388
TET.MASS
MT2(KG)
1175
SHIFT
S2(m)
30
TABLE 4 - DOUBLE TETHER SHIFTED CONFIGURATION DATA
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The study of this system is analytically more complex
than that of the other ones as an added degree of "
freedom is present. To simplify the dimensioning
process it has been assumed that the elevator mass and
the end mass of the tether on which the elevator moves
are equal. This is reasonable as the elevator mass
could not be much greater than the end mass otherwise
the stabilizing effect would be too small; on the other
hand an end mass much greater than the elevator mass
does probably not represent an efficient mass distribu-
tion.
The average position of the elevator was determined
assuming that the minimum distance between the elevator
and the Space Station is 500 m.
From those conditions and from the knowledge of the
possible excursions of the elevator the system was
dimensioned with the same criteria used in the previous
configurations.
The numerical results (see table 5) show that elevator
configurations, quite similar in the two phases, are
noticeably smaller and lighter than the other double
tether systems and further optimization appears possi-
ble. The same clearance problem found in the double
tether centered configuration is present while the
elevator design causes a big increase in system com-
plexity. Again as in the double tether shifted configu-
ration, an enhancement on certain properties of the
system leads to an increase in complexity which ques-
tions its worthiness.
Other tether configurations are possible, for instance
a shifted elevator system or an increase to three or
four of the tethers number are thinkable, but these
solutions were judged too complex and full of uncer-
tainties to be investigated at this stage.
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TABLE 5 - DOUBLE TETHER + ELEVATOR CONFIGURATION DATA
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OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS
SPACE STATION IMPACTS
The side effects of the presence of tethered systems on
the Space Station are to be assessed with care as they can
be decisive on an evaluation of the concept soundness.
Four are the main categories on which tethered system
impacts can be classified (see table 6).
a) Operational. In this category fall all the problems
related to tether clearance which will increase th_
difficulties on proximity manoeuvres, Shuttle docking,
rendezvous and EVA. Furthermore Space Station
reboosting will probably require careful monitoring to
avoid exceedingly large tether oscillations. Tether
deployment and retrieval are, per se, major operations
which will require dedicated hardware, software and
crew time. The clearance problem is crucial during
phase 1 for the configurations with two centered
tethers being all the zone near the lab of limited
accessibility.
The problem is somewhat lessened on the single tether
configuration where only half of the space is interest-
ed by tether presence and on the double tether shifted
configuration where the zone near the lab is free from
tether interference. In phase 2 the situation betters
for all the configuration given that the T.A.P.'s are
on the upper and lower booms.
b) Disturbances. The disturbances included in this catego-
ry are due to tethers acting on the Space Station and
on the U.S. module in particular. In fact, even if
tether systems can reduce the accelerations due to
forces acting on the Space Station, they can be sources
of dynamic noise. Possible causes of these nois_ are,
for instance, the quick tether length variations due to
thermal expansion at local dawn and sunset. In the SAO
report it is shown that adopting a careful choice of
vibration dampers it is possible to reduce the value of
these accelerations to 1 micro-g for the double tether
centered system, to 0.6 micro-g for the elevator
configuration and to a mere 0.01 micro-g for the single
tether configuration.
In any case these disturbances would have a relatively
high frequency (0.5 Hz) and short duration (few
minutes). Another source of noise is the atmospheric
drag which is not negligible in so long tethers.
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Obviously the effect of these disturbances is rather
low when the T.A.P.'s are on the upper and lower booms.
During phase 1 only average importance could be annexed
to disturbances in the case of the single tether
configuration, thank to its lightness, and in the case
of the shifted configuration where the distance between
the T.A.P. and the lab. damps the mechanical noise. The
worst cases are again the two configurations with
centered double tethers during phase 1 where heavy
systems are attached quite near to the lab's.
c) Tether severage. The probability of tether severage due
to meteoroids hits is imposed to be equal for all the
tethers but the consequences are quite different in the
various configurations. The position of the T.A.P. far
from the lab during phase 2 reduces the risk of the
severed tether hitting the Space Station core. In phase
1 the single tether, light and low tensioned, presents
a reduced risk compared to the heavy double tether
systems. Possibly the worst case is the double tether
shifted configuration.
In that case, the main problem is due to the fact that
in case of rupture a large torque (of the order of
thousands of N'm) acts around the roll axis unless the
surviving one is immediately severed. This requires
continuous monitoring of tether tension and swift
decision and action (under this torque the Space
Station can roll of 45 degrees in five minutes).
d) Attitude control. The tether influence on attitude
control has many aspects and not all of them are
negative. Basically two are the tether effects:
- if the T.A.P.'s are not on the C.o.G. there is an
increase in the stiffness of the system around pitch
and roll axis. If the Space Station departs from its
nominal attitude, the tethers give rise to a restor-
ing torque proportional to T.A.P. distance from
C.o.G. so this stiffness enhancement is more pro-
nounced in phase 2. Tether generated torques can be
beneficial in stabilizing the Space Station against
environmental torques, but, at the same time, they
hinder the possibility of large attitude manoeuvres.
These torques are proportional to tether length and
mass so they are lower in the case of the single
tether;
- the tethers can cause a change in the distance
between C.o.G. and center of pressure as they modify
the mass and area distribution. This fact can be used
to change the aerodynamic torque.
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5.2 CONFIGURATIONS TRADE-OFF
A summary of the leading dimensions of the four tether
configurations in the two phases is reported in table 7.
The single tether configuration, which is able to counter-
act steady accelerations, is smaller and lighter by an
order of magnitude than the others, whereas the elevator
configuration is smaller and lighter than the other double
tether configurations by some ten percent.
In phase 1 the C.o.G. appears to be close enough to U.S.
lab. so that the 1 micro-g level is attained in nearly the
whole lab.
Periodic acceleratio_ of low frequency seem to be within
the 1 micro-g level. This fact and the number of problems
due to the position of T.A.P. near the lab. (especially
clearance problems) lessen the worthiness of double tether
systems in phase i. The double tether shifted configura-
tion appears too complex (and dangerous in case of tether
severage) to be a sensible solution given the limited
results which can be achieved. The single tether seems to
be the only configuration with a limited impact on the
Space Station but its usefulness is limited given the
already low level of steady acceleration in phase i.
During phase 2 the steady accelerations are higher than 1
micro-g in the most part of the lab and could be reduced
to 0.5 micro-g using tethered systems. The T.A.P. is
placed on the upper or lower boom reducing greatly the
clearance problem and the disturbance transmitted by
tethers to the labs.
In general the phase 2 appears a more adequate environment
for C.o.G. control by tether systems. The use of a single
tether is advisable to counteract steady accelerations and
will be required if large mass distribution changes (due
for instance to large payloads placed on the upper boom)
take place.
The dynamic control of periodic disturbances of the
assumed magnitude requires long and heavy systems. Only if
it can be demonstrated that the actual disturbances are
much lower than the assumed ones, more manageable systems
can be used, but in that case tether usefulness would
cease. A possible application of double tether configura-
tions is a multipurpose tethered system which accomplishes
the function of C.o.G. control among others.
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TET. CONFIGURATION
SINGLE TETHER
DOUBLE CENTERED
TETHER
DOUBLE SHIFTED
TETHER
DOUBLE TETHER +
ELEVATOR
PHASE I SPACEST.
TOTAL
MASS(KG)
149
12080
12080
• 9873
, m
TOTAL
LENGHT (m)
1660
14224
14224
10735
PHASE II SPACEST.
TOTAL
MASS(KG)
365
14196
11503
TOTAL •
LENGHT (m)
' 2766
15227
11919
TABLE 7 - TETHER CONFIGURATIONS OVERALL MASS AND LENGTH DATA
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A possible additional function of the tether systems could
be to damp the structural vibrations of the main boom
during phase 1. This could be accomplished (as shown in
SAO report) tuning the longitudinal vibrations of the
tether to the first mode of flexural vibration of the
Space Station. To avoid loss of tension in the tether,
long (5 to 10 km) and massive (15000 to 20000 kg) systems
are required to control an oscillation at 0.1 Hz with an
amplitude of 0.01 meters.
5.3 MAJOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A summary of the previous discussions is reported in table
8.
The overall tether systems impact on the Space Station
assessment was derived from what is reported in para S.I.
On the basis of the analysis reported in appendix B it can
be said that the expected disturbances due to thermal
effects are quite low and can be minimized through an
adequate choice of tether material, thermal properties and
damping devices.
The possible benefits achievable by implementations of the
various solution were judged comparing the capabilities of
the systems with the expected disturbances. Due to the low
level of the gravity gradient acceleration during phase 1
the usefulness of tether systems is lower in this case
than in phase 2. The ability of the double tether configu-
rations to deal with significant dynamic disturbances is
important, but, as the size of the dynamic disturbances is
still uncertain, no configuration can be judged as surely
highly beneficial.
The cost was assessed mainly on the basis of the develop-
ment risks and expected hardware complexity. The mobile
T.A.P. required by the double tether shifted configuration
will cause a big cost increase whereas the elevator design
is also a complex task.
- During phase 1 the difficulties due to the tether
systems are very likely greater than the problems they
are required to solve. The cost/benefit figure of
tethered systems for C.o.G. control is low in phase 1
and further studies are not recommended.
- On MBI6 the simple and light single tether configura-
tion can lead to a significant improvement on the
steady accelerations environment.
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The use of a double tether centered configuration on
MBI6 makes sense only if a relevant function is found
for the end masses. The situation is slightly different
for the elevator configuration where the elevator, even
if it increases system complexity, can offer a wide
range of opportunities to exploit.
In summary further study on the dynamic C.o.G. control
is opportune but it is so only if pictured in a wider
scenario of enhanced Space Station capabilities where
C.o.G. control is only one of the functions accom-
plished by tethers.
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2Introduction
As itis well known, a point mass in a keplenan orbit is in a condltion of
free fall.This is because conic sections are the results of the assumptions
made in the "one-body problem". In fact,in this classicalproblem of
CelestialMechanics, it is assumed that:
- 6 point mass P is subject to the attractioninduced on itby a center 0
of gravitationalforce
- 0 is also a point and is fixed in an inertialreference system
- other forces on P are negligiblysmall
In thi.:,case, the horlzontal(both in plane and out of plane) components of
the acceleration at P are zero,while, in the direction of the localvertical,
the gr_vltotlonaland centrifugalaccelerations balance each other,being
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction.
However, it is also well known that the one-body problem, though very
useful for computational purposes, is an idealization.As a consequence, an
an,_lysisintended to characterize the acceleration fieldat points close to
the center of mass (c.o.m.)of the Space Station (S.S.)must evaluate
quantitativelythe discrepancies between real conditions and the ones
assumed in the one-body problem. This is the purpose of the present work
package; in particular,the attention is focused on:
- the departure of real orbits from conic sections and theirrelated
perturbations
- the finiteextension in the euclidean space of the S.S.,its attitude
motion and structuralvibrations
In addition,an attempt is made to assess the order of magnitude of the
perturbation induced on points not coincident with c.o.m,by the
gravitationalfieldoriginated by the S.S.itself.

Tile characterization of the perturbations made above implies that the
usual approach is used. where orbit and attitude dynamics are considered
to be uncoupled, so that, dealing with attitude motion, a reference,
unperturbed (by attitude) orbit is used. Strictly speaking, when the
dimensions of the spacecraft are considerable, as is the case of the S.S.,
the degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) which describe the motion around c.o.m,can
have a bearing in modifying the orbit. However, it has been shown (I) that
such perturbations usually are, for practical engineering purposes, very
small Only in resonant, or quasi resonant conditions, i.e. when the
frequencies associated to attitude are coincident, or very close to the
mean motion of a near circular orbit, can Orbltal motion be _ppreciably
affected by attitude dynamics. In the S.S.case, attitude is controlled
actively, so that near resonant conditlons can easily be avoided. In arty
c6se, the order- of magnitude of the orbital perturbations induced by
attitude control is smaller, or at most comparable, to the discrepancy
between the nominal circular orbit and the one allowed by the orI.ital
control deadband. Since this last orbitalfeatures are taken into account in
the an_lysis to follo,A.',itseems justifiableto neglect spin-orbit coupling.
The authors of this report are aware that the acceleration fieldacting on
the S S.has already been studied in recent years. In particular,in the
following,reference w111 be made to the excellent work made by Teledyne
Brown (2) and by dr.Naumann (3).However, both the analyses above can be
updated or deepened because:
- The S.S.configurationhas been changed from the Power Tower to the
Dual Keel and, more recently,to the initial(inthe assembling
sequence) Dual Keel configuration.Therefore, many characteristic
parameters (mass, inertiatensor,cross sectional area) have been
subject to change, thus causing also some discrepancies between the
results of the studies mentioned above. Inthis respect, of particular
importance are the values of the semimajor axis and of the cross
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Orbit Perturbations
In general,the differences between the path of an Earth artificial
satelliteand a keplerian orbitare caused by:
a) upper harmonics of the Earth gravity field
b) third body gravitationalattractions
c) orbitaleergy dissipationby the atmosphere
d) solar radiationpressure
e) spacecraft orbit and attitude active control
As currently planned, the InternationalSpace Station w111 be injected into
a nominally circularorbit with an inclinationof about 28.5 deg with
respect to the Earth equatorialplane,at an average altitudearound 400 km
(possiblydepending on the assembly process phase).In a low Earth orbit
(LEO) likethis,the luni-solarattractionis too small, in comparison to the
Earth field,to provide sensible perturbations;for this reason, pmnt b) will
be neglected.
On the other side,the departure of the Earth shape from a perfect sphere
and the non homogeneity of itsmass distributionare known to affect
LEO-s, modifying .theirosculating elements. In the expansion of the Earth
gravitationalpotentialin spherical harmonics, the term proportionalto
J2, describing Earth oblateness, is three orders of magnitude smaller than
the fundamental term, while the other contributionshave amplitudes
(normalized to the fundamental) of the order of 10-6 or less.For this
reason, only the perturbations caused by J2 will be examined in the
following.
For what concerns point e),the evaluation of the acceleration induced I-.y

;.....i ._ '.,J !.: ,tl f.___t:'.Vqlj:, ori
- n,:,rr_:nal orD:t parameters
- mt :,':-;n:', r,s.clulrerrJeri.:.:,
- ':_,..:_,.re_ct_,?n con:roi system iF,::.S) ctaaracterist_c.:.
LJqe DOIFIJ.::,_hO'¢e _FG riot krlOWrl with 8cc:ur_cuAt u,e Dre';en,'..time, all ' '
.-3uff:,:::ent to just.lfg a detai]eo, tlrr, e expenslve anc31ys]s. Therefore, it r,a.:,
t,...l: _ - .been decided to assume that out of planeperturbat:ons, u>....llLlSmalllf
.t!,,_ orbit, r.,i"_- '-, ,_. h,_s not ,.u be changed, are negl]gible, while In plane
tIiru-_t.er.:, are fired only for altitude make-ups or when r.,rl_,it eccentricity
e::,c.eed::;i,_ " This seems re_sonaI:,le,being the SI:,aceShuttle case, hence,
in the folIo',,;,,,'ing:wr:en _e,:iinLqwlth gr6','itatlonalperturI:,atior,s the S.S
orb:'..,,:,,,111I:,econ':.!deredto 13eeccentrlc, wlth e = 10--:
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8i"_ _di un, lnri:, The __,3,.ti.,:.rnat_c;_l rlA,_e!
_,t u,I 'l_.!. t liiiJi.ll._lJ ...... .
The purpose _s ,toevaluate the acceleration field induced by gravity
'"_'-"" Ori _jr,n_r,-_ _,--_ c _....- ,,, ,_ ._, f_, , _., iri it, bur not C.OlriCiderit with c.o.rri..f.-.i;,__ I.v,, .. 6 :. . .
" " .."" riotnew, ha\"Jl'ig alreadij been done in (2) and (3)Ttii f, l.:ir_d Of arl,_]i.l.:,l _ iS . .
The e,'.:',tensiorlDroDosed herelrlcorislsts {o Include irithe models the effect
of a slight orb!t eccentricity 6n,'Ito take into cons!deratlnn the effect of
the E,_rtl,oblateness. A:7_both the orbital eccentricity aridJ2 are of the
Or,_.,?r Of I0-'" i. S '_,',t_,','lnd,,,.1 ...............as wrltten above,telanalyze the pe;-turblng
.... "_ "_ - iS, ,.-._,, ,_, levels C:O,I"Fi_.il]rable tO l i'l-OCt The " .. .:, _; a.SSljrrle d to bn. 8 r-i gl d ,,h-._Uui_'
Tk..- ..... _ -.l,-
,]_,_,n_,, LI rf the rhode1 1¢.... _........
. ,i_. c.ii,_,Y;.rl ill fig. ". .. . where:o- .... . ._
- .,_,.)_ . i:, 8f'l _Jl_rclFI] ref_rc.rl-:p.::yc;ierrl.centered at the Earth c.o.m
').;:I +_":+ii __ t"i"""a1_'l_..I ' I'} _i . L-jeoL.q;-aprncNorth Pole arid the ;'(-Yaxes irlthe equater;a _
plane
•.'_,,;'"....l-j.-,"i:z;t__._.orbltal "-?ferer_c-eframe, wlth its;nrlglri.. at ihe.co rriOf
,._i._:,__,;4iS Irithe dlrec:tlntiof the upper local vertical 8rld-.polrlt5
._nthe or_.llt F,i_lle,'while y ......r-nrr,ril,.... .nt_ .;:a countercl oc:kwi se trlad
.-i __, ...ll.,e=_ are the UFi!tveCtOr::;of the inertial franle
- _..ul,:......
- tCl'-",c-'2,r:'%_.-c.'are the umt vectors of the orbital frame
- r and rn are.,respectively, the radli vectors from 0 to G and to a point
P fixed in the S.S.
- _ is the orbit inclination, i'),the longitude of the ascending node and u
the argJment of the latitude
!!I! C.lidel-to evaluate the ac:celeratJon level at P, the lagrangian forrnalisn_
,.s a__opte_. The kinetic energy her unit mass is.
O._iNAL P;'_GE {ST _ "" @
= -  ..Tur ti)
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where
=
t"
_s the an_uiar Yeloclty of the orbltaI referenc-e frame. Since the model is
intended to take into ar:cnunt._ ., also the F_er_IIrhe_+ioris--,.. caused by J.-,,,the tlme
,,_,-,o ,n,,.-,of _ an_2i _ - -'
,an,1_, be neglected _.n_.....,;._-.,_ ,.:. .... : ,,,,atthe e>'pllcite,.._ne.:._,on:'"
of the ,::orr)I[u:_rlelltSnl _ _t-e:
Tr',US,the i"IrletIcenergy carl be wrltten as:
L
The potential energy _,s:
v: - ,..
"L
\_. T 7.i.
_,,/here-
- R IS the equatorial radius of the Eartl_
- _ ,_-*hm latltud_of F' so that:
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/
IstheEarth gravltatlonalconstant
Since Zp has to be expressed in function of x, y, z, the matrix
tran1:formatlon:
"Ill.
-L
1
I
L,
Is u.'::e_JAfter some algebraic mampulat]ons, eq (7) can be rewritten as:
.... ' /?)
/
Where, in the J.-,dependent terms the power e,,pa,L.lonof the modulus of
..
has beer_ '.:;toEq:_edto the linear-terrns in x/r (and similar), because the
quadratic contriI:,uticmsare three orders of magnitude smaller than any of
the ones retained in (I0).
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IZ.
SlightlyEccentrlc Orbit
Let us apply the formulas derived In the previous chapter, to compute the
acceleration at P when the orbitof the c.o.m,is slightlyeccentric:.J2
perturbations are not taken into account at this point.
In this case, the usual expression of the radius vector in an ellipticorbit
is simplified to:
where:
- a IS the semimajor axls
- e is the eccentricity
- n-- is the orbit mean motion
Further,since u is the sum of the argument of perigee _Q and the true
anomaly w, we can assume in this case that the apsidal lineof the orI-i1tis
cmncident wlth the lineof nodes, so that the argument of the latitudecan
be attributed the same time dependence of the true anomaly; i.e.,at the
fir::,torder in the expanslon of the eccentricity:
Also, the osculating elements are constant, so that eqs.(5) are simplified
in:
and the !agrangian is:
t,l l
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from which the components of the acceleration of P with respect to G can
easily be derived.They are:
0 0
0
0
Itis seen immediately that (15) reduces to the well known result in case
of a circularorbit.Itis also seen that orbiteccentricity causes the in
plane horizontalcomponent of the acceleration to be dlfferentfrom zero,
contral-yto the circularorbitcase; thus,in principle,ax and ay are
coupled, so that a polnt on the local horlzontalcontaining the c.o.m.,but
displaced forward or backward with respect to it,is subject to a time
varylng vertlcalacceleration,the period of which is equal to the orbital
perqod.
Let us now assume:
_L
7_
The values given to the orbitalelements are reasonable, corresponding to
an orbitat an average altitudeof 400 km, having an eccentricityequal to
the residual e allowed by the Space Shuttle control.Moreover, the
dependence of the acceleration on e is very clear from the structure of
(15),while the value chosen for a is not critical,in the sense that
differentaltitudes in the range 350-450 km would cause only minor
,,-i
changes in the corresponding n" values.
On the contrary,some comments are pertinent to justify the choice of the
coordinates.The S.S.configurationconsidered in this study is similar to
the one shown in fi.q.3.From the data availableon geometrical features
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and mass distribution, it is seen that the vertical offset between the
com. and the symmetry axis of the labs is close to Ira, with c.o.m,upward.
Thus, points have been selected which are displaced Im downward witli
respect to the a>'is of the labs. This choice is considered to be both
reasonable and slightly conservative.
The same arguments apply to y and z. Points have been chosen which are
rather close to the airlocks and relatively far from the ideal orbit plane of
c.o.m., with respect to which the labs are assumed to be in symmetrically
opposite positions.
Witll the data above, one has:
As expected, the main acceleration component is the vertical constant
terrn. In this case, it does not exceed l O-6g, because of the cholce made on
x. It is noted, however, that the evaluation of com. location has
necessarily been approximated, so that the possibility exists that points
with x close to -3m be still inside the labs; at such points the field can
reach values close to, or slightly larger than IO-6g.
The amplitudes of the terms originated by eccentricity are smaller than
I0-8g; even in more extreme conditions, the "desirable" limit is not
exceeded.This is because the comparatively large y terms are multiplied
only by matrix coefficients depending on e.

J,-.,F*erl.urbation,';
I
Uslng tilemethod adopted above, but starting from the complete
expression of the lagrangian, as given by eqs. (6) and (I0), J2
perturbations can be evaluated. In this case, the acceleration components
are:
whiE:h reduces to (15) if the J2 dependent terms are dropped In wrltlng
e'.:',pllcltlyhe .,:npfficientsof i18) onlq the terms linear in J.-,have been
retained. This is for two reasons:
- '-ince._!..-,is of the order of In -3 its square is as small as the
contriI-_utionsof the t_!:_perharrnorlicsof the Earth gravity field,which
have been ignored since the beginning. Moreover, J2 is small in itself.
- The functions written in (18) contain the osculating elements and
their deri_tlve.. In the following, a theory is used where the
changes of th.eorbital elements are calculated to the first order in
Jo.
The explicit expressions of the terms in (18) are lengthy, so that they are
not reported here for sake of brevity, and also because, fortunately, they
are not essential for the evaluation of the amplitude and frequency content
of the acceleration. After some algebra, it is seen that the main
contributions to (18) come from a, e, D_.,i and their time derivatives. From
first order perturbatlon theory, the changes of such elements, with

respect to their unperturbed values,are,for an Initiallycircularorbit (4):
Z_ro_
AC_
where n is the mean motion of the unperturbed orbitand the subscripts _.
denote unperturbed quantities.Inthis case, wlth the same values used
above, one has:
From _,_m itis,_ seen that:
- the amplitude of the semimajor axis change is very small
- the amplitude of the eccentricitychange is of the order of 10-3
- .CL and _,cause the angular velocityof the motion of the S.S.to
change both in magnitude and in direction.The amplitude of the
change is in the range of 10-6 radlsec.
From the point of view of the evaluatlon of the accelerations,the change
of a is negligible.The e variationhas the same order of magnitude of the
case analyzed above, so that the same results apply.Finally,the changes
induced inOu by _'Z and _,are three orders of magnitude smaller than the

n:ean mO[l_-_ri.Iriconcluslon, the perturbatlor_s Induced by Earth oblatene::;s
do not reach I0-6q _n arnpI1tude Thls result is conf_rmed by the e>'pI1clt
compr-tat]on of (.18).

__l.:eIeratlonAero_._Lir-iar;ilc _--
In general, the modeI1zation of the interactlon between a sDacecrr_ft and a
planetary atmosphere Is a complex problem. The air reslstance of a body
has six components, three being forces and three moments of forces,
',,_,:hichLend to m_ke the motion of an asymrnetric body very complex; this
is the reason why, qulte often, drastic simplifying assumptions are
adopted (5)
i_ our cr_,_--:_.,the '._.'_, tt,tuu,_is actively controlled, so that the
,_erodynarnlc torque is halanced hy tileaction of control moment gyros
and/or the reaction control system. In any case, this aspect of the
aerodynamic interaction affects attltude motion, which will be examined
Thus weareleft with the forcecornponents, then_agnitudeofwhich
_Jepends, ap,_rtfrom any other consideration about the features of the
model neing adopted, on the orientatlon of the normal to each interested
elernent of area with respect to the dlrection of the velocity relative to
,.h..atrnosphere. Now, the e>'tension of the S.S cross sectional area is
largely due to the presence of the solar panels, which can be rotated with
respect to the rest of the S.S.,in order to maximize the incoming flux of
solar energy. Thus, tilearea to be taken into account in the computations
changes with time not only in magnitude, but also in orientation, depe.nding
on the performance capabilities of the panels attitude control and on the
optimization strategy being adopted Both these characteristics are
largely unkr_owr_ to the authors of this report, so that tt has been decided
to:
- a-csume worst car.e conditions, in the sense that, in the numerical
computations, the whole area of the solar panels will be considered

4. - - _I " 4.,.0t:e L:Ulnc,d_nL wlth the cross sectlon
- _ssume the Ilftequal to zero,so that drag is max]mlzed. The value
obtalned ]n this way is conservatlve with respect to drag and can
also be used to obtain upper Ilmlts for the liftcompany,his
In the an_lysis,the model given in (6) is use.d, .'d-:err,the a._rnr'.?pl,ereis
assur,|_dto rotate rigidlywith the Earth and advantage is taken from the
smallness of its velocil.ywitI_I_--.I.,_.u[to the S.£;orbitalvelnt:i[yThe.
l.Inp_l i.ul bed or[,i.t i.-, o.-,:-,urr::,J !_ [,..::_:il L:ular ThT.:.-;,thor components of the
...... _ ...... " . ,-.t-.-;_ " _L-.... _ ..... '_.! _-"_ "r'_
']ufuuytlollllC aCf:BT .... ion _-- - ,_:., ._,,,.. ar_:,
)
•'? i _t-_'i L'
t
- the -;ul:,script _, refers to qu,._t_tities per lair_ing tel ti,_', u'-'--_,,..r"_:::::
or o Ii.'.:jlrlc:e liCi...._" "-' 'L.L,II,I.,:.ICh, iS [.1','i::::";1_r' ftor"! Re",",' _ ".*:'iTTh'." drnI_pe'_
.... Iit _ • •
- _ is the Ear-throtation rate
- the n _._'';'''..,. ; c;yt'"_":_ _'" _"e. . _;r,l*., r,'.:'rlo,,,,r_...,..
LlSir,j "'-" . = ,_._,, _,.iil, ttte ac;'.BLd,i,j.,[I,-,;I that .t'-Z 04 --- 0 the ac:celer_t_,n
r............, .... +-"" : _'+the rr!lit_l frarn_P. Tt;r, r-E::,,,Tt 1:,.
_ L, ml_I_,L, ii_._ .c, aft:: _i oiIr, l Lu l'i+i i.i _". ....
Le',. US nnw consider the same orbit 8s above and _,_r-:e:
" "I",";, .r_ these dotal,one I_,3-.
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from which itis seen that the drag has no component in the vertical
direction,because of the assumptions made on the atmospheric motlon and
on the S.S.orbit;further,the main component does not reach lO-6g and the
out of plane acceleration amplitude is one order of magnitude smaller.
The numbers above have to be considered with some care.In fact,the
results of (2)and (3),where the same problem has been analyzed, show
some discrepancies.The differences are not due to the models, which seem
to be similar to the one adopted herein,but to the assumptions made in the
numerical computations about the S.S.ballisticcoefficient,orbitaltitude
and atmospheric density.In this report,mass and area of the S.S.are
consistent with the configurationselected at the beginning,but it is
evident that both these parameters, and in particularm, are subject to
change during tileassembly process.Moreover, and even more important,
changes dramatically with altitude;finally,the value of the atmospheric
density adopted has to be considered as an average, 100% differences with
respect to the actual value being possible.At present, itseems that the
altitudeof the orbithas stillto be frozen,being probably closer to 350 km
in the initialphase, and to 400 km lateron. Ifso, in the initialorbit,the
drag acceleration would be close to I0-6g, even in average conditions,due
to air density increase.Thus, while orbitalcharacteristicsare not
important in the evaluation of gravity induced accelerations,they are
crucialfor a reliableestimate of the aerodynamic perturbations.
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Radiation Pressure Acceleration
The evaluation of the perturbation induced by the pressure of the solar
radiationis subject to some of the same uncertaintiesencountered in the
case of atmospheric drag.Radiation pressure directionis contrary to the
Sun vector, i.e.the vector from the S.S.to the Sun, so that the directionof
the force acting on the S.S.is dependent on the orientationof the solar
panels with respect to the Sun vector,which, in turn,is not fixed in the
orbitalreference frame. Thus, no attempt is made here to evaluate the
force directionand only its magnitude is computed in a conservative case.
The assumptions made are:
- The solar panels surfaces are always orthogonal to the Sun vector
- The incidentradiation isspecularly reflected by the panels.This is
not true,because part of it is likelyto be absorbed, or diffusely
reflected;however, specular reflectionmaximizes the momentum
transferred from the radiationto the S.S.,so that this assumption is
conservative (7)
The mean momentum flux,P, acting on a surface normal to the Sun vector
is:
/
where:
- _ -_I_S'8_/_is the solar constant
- c is the velocity of light
Strictlyspeaking, _. is not constant, since it undergoes a small annual
variationbecause of the eccentricityof the Earth orbit.However, due to
the more drastic simplificationsmade above, such slighttime dependence
is here ignored.

Z3
Hence, in virtue of the assumptions made above,
the directionopposite to the Sun vector is:
the S.S.acceleration in
With the same values used above, one has:ar = 8.85" 10-8m/sec 2, which is
almost two orders of magnitude smaller than drag induced acceleration
and dependent only on the area on mass ratio.Itis noted, however, that the
value obtained is close to lO-8g, so that the previously mentioned
desirable acceleration levelcan possibly be perturbed even by radiation
pressure. Ifthe acceleration fieldhas to be characterized to such very low
levels,more sophisticated models have to be implemented.

Attitude Motion and Structural Dynamics
In additionto perturbations caused by the departure of real orbits from
conic sections,accelerations at points fixed in the S.S.can be originated
by attitude control and structuralvibrations.
Structural vibrations are not taken into account in this study for a variety
of reasons. First,scarse information is availableon the S.S.elastic
properties,so that the methods of harmonic analysis cannot be used.
Second, from (8) it is seen that the lower natural vibrationmodes of the
Power Tower configuration have frequencies from 0.I to I Hz. Now, itis
reasonable to assume that the Dual Keel frequencies be in the same range,
or higher.On the other side,this perturbation analysis is a preliminary to
the study of what one or more masses tethered to the S.S.can do to
decrease the residualacceleration level.Thus, although in the past it has
been suggested to use tethers "tuned"to the frequencies of their main
body, in order to act as vibrationdampers, this somewhat remote
possibilityis not taken into account here and tethers will be considered to
be means to compensate only steady, or low frequency perturbing actions.
In this respect, itis noted that,in the present context, "low frequency"
means frequencies comparable to the mean motion of the S.S.orbit,as is
the case of orbitalperturbations.
Further,the analysis in the frequency domain of the acceleration levels at
the locationof the experiments is complicated by two causes:
- Uncertainty in the features of the perturbing forces.Structural
vibrations can be excited in a variety of manners, including pumps,
fans,crew motion, AOCS, Shuttle dock and undock. Some of such
forces are random in nature; others,though deterministic,are known
only poorly.
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- Unr.ertainty in the S.S.dynamlc response. The energy of an external
impulse IS shared between the different vlbratlon modes and
transmltted to polnts far from the excitation source. In thls process,
p,_rtr,fthe mecha_nc:_l elkel gy is lost because of structural darnpir_g,
tI,efer_tures of which are unknown to the authors. In addition, in
order to decrease., or mJpede the transmlss]on of vibrations all
_round the S.S.,isolatior,devices will be used both at subsystem
level, to isolate the scientific labs from perturbations originated at
different locations, and at rack level, to eliminate the dynamic noise
possibly origlnated by other experiments In the same lah.Again, to
the authors knowledge, the configuration of the isolation system ha':.
not " _ . _ -
.,_e,.been defined completely at tI'iispnlnt In time.,sn that any
attempt to evaluate the g-jitter level at the experiments Iocatlon is
likely to be meaningless.
From the c.onsiderat]ons above, ]t can be concluded that the analysis of the
accelerations caused by structural vibrations is well beyond the scope of
thls limited effort. Moreover, some disturbance components in the real
system might not even have been anticipated in the harmonic analysIs, so
that post flight evaluation of accelerometer data seems to be the only
'.'fablemethod to obtain a reliable estimate. This kind of approach has
already been used in connection w_.th Spacelab flights (9).
Lastly, from fig. I it is seen that it is expected that/M-g experiments be
_ncreasingly tolerant to perturbations having increasing frequency;
therefore, the effects of at least some of them could be small.
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Attitude Control Acceleration
S.S.attitude is simulated more easilythan structuralvibrations,because
elasticitycan be neglected and rigidbody assumptions apply.What follows
is the justificationand the results of a two-dimensional model developed
to analyze the acceleration generated by S.S.rigidbody rotation.The model
is two-dimensional both for sake of simplicity and because of the S.S.
geometry. Simplicity,i.e.the reduction from the three to the two
dimensional ambient space, is appropriate here because, again,only
incomplete information is availableon the characteristicsof the attitude
control laws, thus making any more sophisticated model meaningless. The
importance of S.S.geometry, and in particularof the position of the
scientificlaboratories with respect to c.o.m.,stems from the feature,
already mentioned above, that the points at which the experiments are
likelyto be located are relativelyclose to c.o.m,both in the verticaland in
the out of plane directions,while the offset can be larger (up to _ 10m)
along the y horizontalaxis,thus causing largerlinearaccelerations for a
given angular velocity.
Thus, it has been decided to simulate only pitch and to use, in the
numerical calculations,what is presently known from the requirements on
attitude control laws. The c.o.m,of the S.S.is assumed to be in a circular
orbit.The verticaland horizontalcomponents of the acceleration of a
point the motion of which differsonly slightlyfrom uniform circularare
given by the leftsides of Hill'sequations.
They are:
o_= _u-Lm_-

_i-..;,geometry of the model is shown In fig. 4, where
i - -G l:s.,.h___ o.m.of the c-c.• .j..,.I•
9, is thepltc.honQIe,ltis assumed that theconfiguratlonwltli ,,q=O
is of equilibrium
P is a point,fixed in the S.S, the coordinates of which, with respect
to the S.::c.principalinertiasystem, are:
The coordlnotes of P in the orbital(G,x,y)reference frame are:
Jr,_rr,du,-ing(29) in (27),taking into account that P experiences an
.... ¢"_arr_leration equal and opposite to the one written in ,-7),assuming that 3_
-'* - , r:.,.order terms in ,9,
_s-,mallwhi!e _ is arh_trar,'.:Iand r_,._inlngonl.qfi "'
one has:
1
%_,* 3r_z ,%- 5._ ,_ _4
'bF
)
Since the detailsof the attitude motion are not known,
based on the requirements (8) are to be made; they are:
- the deadband of attitudecontrol is 5 deg
- the maximum allowed rotationalvelocityis r_ = 0.02 deg/sec
Further,it is assumed that pitch motion is harmomc, so that:
-- io"z
some assumptions
._I.... "- -
,.,_._r_.T,.,r<(30) becomes:
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Ithas already been stated that itis believed that verticaldistances from
the experiments locations to c.o.m,are likelyto be less than 2m, so that
the "usable"limit of lO-6g is not exceeded because of excessive vertical
offsets.On the contrary, the horizontaldistance of the points close to the
airlocks can be of the order of 10 m, thus inducing an harmonic vertical
component of the acceleration of about 1.7"I0-6g in amplitude. The
horizontalcomponent can have a peak value of 0.8"I0-6g.
Itis seen that low frequency attitudemotion can induce vertical
accelerations larger-than 10-69, at least in part of the scientific:labs.
Since the period of such motion is close to half an hour,it is conceivable,
at least in principle,to use variable length tethers,in order to originate
an equal and opposite accelerationat the labs.Itis also noted that the
acceleration amplitude could be reduced by decreasing the deadband
amplitude (which formerly was I deg);this reduction,however, is likely
to nave an impact on c.m.g_performances and energy consumption•
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GravitationalAttraction of the Space Station
The attraction of a spacecraft on a point on board is usually neglected in
ordinary perturbation analysis because of itssmallness. In this case,
however, the S.S.mass is considerably largerthan that of a more
conventional spacecraft and, further,it will be dedicated,at least in part,
to scientificactivitypotentiallyvery sensitive,even to very small
accelerations.Therefore, ithas been decided to adopt a model, as simple
as possible,to hsve a feelingof the order of magnitude of this
perturbation.The simplicity of the model is dictated both by the expected
smallness of the induced acceleration,and by the changes of the S.S.
geometry and mass distribution,which cause a more detailed study to be
futileat this point in time. For this reason, the S.S.has been assumed to
be a straightrod and a two-dimensional model has been adopted in the x-z
plane in virtue of cylindricalsymmetry.
x.
(.e,ol te,o] 7_
r

Tj,eattI'aCtion of 6 rnd wlih. length 21 and mass per uniT.l_nLqth_....,]4 locaterJ
I
as shown in fig.5, on a point P is:
0 7_:
?,1
m31.:q- -_where U = 6.0;- 10-II Isec "-is the gravltatlonal constant and the
,._ea.nngof the u,.h,_rsymbols is shown in flg.5. For points close to c.om.
one has: _._ _ -- _ so .that(33) are simplified in:
A-.suming m = 1.4"-10Jkg, as before, and 21 = IO0 m, the first of eqs. (34)
...............:-',_';,:o i.e.- o - -
for point"_-: I rn aho';e c.o.m..
Two c.ommerJts are to be made to the result above. Fir.-;t,it ]s seen frorn
the first of -_"t ....(. ,4,that th_ vertir:al¢ornpor_enl is not defined for points
belonging to the rod itself,which, in the model, has no thickness Thus, the
formula cannot be applied to polnts excessively close to the rod Ser_:ond,
rea! point.:,on I-,oardthe S S are inside the labs, so that the attraction of
the walls i,;averaged to a value probably less to the one just given, whir:h,
for this reason, must be considered as an upper limit.
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I-:onc Iusions
At the end of this study, itcan be concluded that the major source of
dynamic perturbations on board the S.S.is likelyto be the controlled
attitude motion. This disturbance has to be considered steady, because the
inertiadistributionis such that the reference attitudeis unstable with
respect to the gravity gradient torque,so that active control is needed on
a continuous basis.
Such perturbation can induce accelerations larger than the "usable"limit
of I0-6g at points in the labs which are located relativelyfar from c.o.m.
in the in-plane horizontaldirection.Ifso, the problem can be solved,or
alleviated,by positioningthe most disturbance sensitive experiments
closer to c.o.m..
Apart from the constant gravity gradient term, the other main source of
disturbance is air drag.The 10-6 limit is not exceeded, but since the
larger component is horizontal,the addition of a tethered system cannot
be of any help.Itis noted again that the value above is critically
dependent on the assumptions made on the orbitaltitudeand the S.S.
ballisticcoefficient.Drag induced accelerationat different steps of the
assembling sequence can differappreciably from this value.
The other accelerations analyzed so far are smaller. Insome cases, what
has been done has been to obtain an order of magnitude evaluation.For
more precise estimates, if needed, more sophisticated models have to be
implemented.
At the purpose of avoiding confusion due to the discrepancy of the results
of this and other analyses with the post flightevaluations of the
accelerometer data taken mainly from Spacelab missions, itis stated
explicitlythat the g-jitteroriginated by on board sources is expected to

be. by far. the major source of dynamlc no_se at the labs. g-l;tter has noT.
been taken into account because excessively dependent on parameters,
operating modes, subsystem features, etc.;to the authors knowledge, some
of the features needed for a reasonable estimate have still to be frozen, as
is tllecase of the isolation subsystem, from which dynamic noise
transmissibility depends. In any case, in absence of isolation, g-jitter
:_mplitude can easily reach the m-g range, or even more. In this case, when
sufficient information will be available, particular attention must be
devoted to the distinction between steady and transient sources of
perturbation.
33
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Introduction
The purpose of this work package is twofold:
- to look at the specializedliterature,at the purpose to find already
developed mathematical models capable of simulating the motion of a
system composed by the S.S.and by one or more masses tethered to
it,and hence of evaluating the accelerations at points close to c.o.m.
- to survey the features desirable in such a model, in order to give
suggestions about the most efficientway to implement itin a form
amenable to computer use. In thisrespect, the firstproblem to be
addressed is an old one, i.e.:is it preferable to have a general
purpose computer code, or a libraryof more specialized,but
independent routines?
The task is not so simple, because a number of models have been proposed
since 1974. Thus, it has been decided to begin with an historicaloverview,
intended to clarifywhat has been done in the fieldof the simulation of the
motion of tethered systems and what is stillto be done. For further
details,the reader is addressed to the recent,excellent survey by Misra
and Modi (I).

Dynamics Simulation Models Historiography
Ithas been found that the history of tethers in space can be traced back at
least to 1895, when Tsiolkowskii, possibly amazed by the slenderness of
the Tour Eiffel,conceived a space tower with itscenter of mass at
geostationary altitude(2).
In the space era, however, the concept of a satelliteto be tethered to the
Space Shuttle was firstproposed in a S.A.O.report of 1974, where its
possible scientificuses were also outlined(3).
That report included the equations resultingfrom a two-dimensional
model of tether dynamics, but no results were presented. Inany case, the
novelty of the concept stimulated other studies and in 1975 both NASA
(MSFC) (4) and ESA (ESTEC) (5) sponsored independent research efforts
intended,"interalia",to investigatetether dynamics, with particular
attention devoted to the feasibilityof deployment and retrieval
manoeuvres. For our purposes, itis interestingto recall the most
important assumptions, common to both the models:
- Shuttle (or,in any case, main body) in circular,unperturbed orbit
- system c.o.m,coincident with Shuttle c.o.m.
- tether mass included,but elasticityneglected or masked
- satellitesimulated as a point mass (as well as the Shuttle)
In synthesis,both the models simulated the system as a peculiar,variable
length (three dimensional in the case of the NASA model) pendulum,
attached to a point moving in a circularpath, and subject to perturbations.
In other words, they were as general as required by the need of
demonstrating the feasibilityof manoeuvres, but no more than that.
In the second half of the seventies,NASA sponsored the Phase B study for
the TSS (Tethered SatelliteSystem) and, at the same time, a number of

investigators, attracted by the intricacy of the problem, dedicated their
efforts to the simulation of the motion of tethered satellites. The intent
was to remove some of the simplifying assumptions mentioned above
and/or to study particular- aspects of tile motion, of particular relevance
for other applications of tethers which were being proposed in the same
years. Some of them (e.g. gravity gradiometry) postulated very well known,
or very clean from perturbations, acceleration levels at the platform
where the experiments were supposedto take place, so that more refined
models were needed.
The results of such simulation efforts were summarized at the beginning
of the eighties by Misra and Modi (6) in a paper from which Table I is
taken. The table reports the authors of implemented models vs. the
features of the motion being simulated. The trend toward generality, as
time goes on, is evident from the capability of some of them to simulate
such characteristics as tether elasticity, attitude motion of the end
hodies and offset of the tether attachment point at the Shuttle (with
respect to c.o.m.).
Unfortunately, the penalty to be paid for the addition of such new
capabilities, and in particular for the simulation of tether elasticity was
a big one.The rigid body librations of a constant length tether are
characterized by frequencies comparable to the orbital mean motion. In the
small angle approximation, they are ,__ and __,_ ,respectively,for the
in plane and the out of plane components, corresponding to periods of about
52 and 44 min in LEO.The frequencies of tether elasticvibrations,both
longitudinaland transverse, are much higher.To assess their order of
magnitude, let us consider the TSS- I case.From the results of (7) itis
seen that the fundamental mode of the longitudinalvibrations(the so
called spring-mass mode) has a period close to 45 sec, while the first
harmonic of out of plane taught string vibrationshas a period shorter than
7 min. These values depend on tether length,elastic properties and end

mass inertia, but are characteristic in the sense that, for any given
configuration, the frequencies of elastic vibrations (in particular the
longitudinal ones) are much higher than the mean motion; the same applies
to the attitude motion of the end mass, the periods of which, for systems
not excessively large, are likely to be in the minutes range or shorter.
As a consequence, the equations of motion are "stiff", so that, when using
numerical methods for their solution, very short time steps have to be
adopted. This was the reason why the most general computer codes
reported in tab. I were excessively time consuming, frequently requiring
integration times considerably larger (even 10 times) than the physical
time. This was also the reason why most of them were abandonedand
substituted by semianalytical models, less general in scope, but also
extremely cheaper; (7) is an example of this generation of models.
It is noted that, in any case, the general purpose codes just mentioned
were not sufficintly general to simulate the motion of the S.S.with two
masses tethered to it, with the accuracy degree required by the present
study; in fact, for instance, noneof them included structural dynamics.
Also, the configurations considered were essentially dumb-bells. In more
recent years, however, this last limitation was considerably relaxed.
Applications of tethers requiring systems considerably different from TSS
had been proposed since the seventies, but in 1986, when the National
Commission OnSpace (NCOS)released its report and included tethers as
one of the areas deserving further attention in the future U.S.space policy,
new ideas were proposed.NASA and PSN(the National Space Plan of Italy)
established a joint task group at the purpose of coordinating the efforts in
the two countries in the field of tether applications studies and
demonstrations, with particular attention devoted to those of interest for
S.S.operations. Without going into unduedetail, it can be mentioned that
some of these applications foresee:
nP.w ._mP.ntifir:_nd tp.r_hnnlnnir:_lnn_l_':-:

_D
Ebner I Stuiver and gupp 3 Baker et al. 4 Kulla S 8uckens 6
ga thum2
Three dimensional motion
.. o
Tether _lss
_on_'t t_li nd I vibratlon
of the tether
Lon,jt tudinal strain
v, ri,tion ,lo_,_ _e te_.er
No No No Yes 14o Yes
Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
.!1.
No No " Yes Yes No No
_ NO No No NO
Transverse vibrations Yes. NO Steady state Yes Yes
of the tether ........... _.onl.yy ....
Torsion41 stiffness No No NO NO No NO
o_r t_._et_th_r .....................
Anisotropy of the tether." No !1o No" No No No
0tscretization procedure G_lerkin ! 1 _ Finite
difference
Galerkin
Rotational _otion No Yes No Yes NO No
of end casses
Offset of the I)oint of No Yes Ito No NO No
attac_ent at the Shuttle
No No - Y,s yes yes No
taring ats_osphere NO NO NO Yes NO NO
Kalaghan et al. I Nod! and Nodi and Mlsra and Kohler et al_ 1 Bein_l
" Mitre 8 fllsra 9 Hodi IO and Kum_ _
t
Three dtmensior_l motion Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
LTeth_er.__s___....... __Ve_s_s_ __ __ Ye__s_ v__.eL __ __ Ye__ss__ __ _ Yes___ No
-No
No
_Longitudin_l vibration Masked Yes .. Yes Yes
of tane tether
Longitudinal strain MisLed No No Yes
variation along the tether
Transverse vibrations Masked Yes Yes Yes
r.............
Tor'sion81 stiffness No Ro No No
o_¢t.he tether._ ....... .........
Ant SOt__rop.__yyOf..__the__.teth__.er NO NO NO No
O|screttzation procedure Point elemonts G_lerktn G_lerkin Galerktn
Yes
Yes
Yes Iio
Yes No
Yes No
Finite difference --
and
Finite elements
Rotational motion No Yes Yes
of end _sses
Offset of the _oint of. NO NO NO
att_c_ent at the Shuttle
Yes NO NO
Yes 16o No
_ml C drag Yes
NOtating a bqosphere Yes
NO Yes Yes
No Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
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- configurations differentfrom TSS
- new dynamical regimes for tether motion
Therefore, new simulation models have been implemented, or are under
development to gain deeper insightinto the motion of such systems. The
models are new in two respects:
- They consider differentconfigurationsof tethered systems, as is the
case of the work done at S.A.0.for constellations
- They study aspects of the dynamics not present in TSS. An example is
the evaluation of the orbitaldecay or evolution of free tethers,after
separation from both the end bodies
The result is that the already existingtrend in favor of a libraryof
relativelysimple computational routines,as opposed to general purpose
models, has been further extended. At the Tether Dynamics Simulation
Workshop held in 1986, the question was posed whether a universal
simulation program should be developed or not (8).The general consensus
of the attending dynamicists was no.The reasons for this answer were
different,includingthe crucial point that such a program might even not
exist,because various applicationscould require their own "best"program.
Therefore, wllat can be concluded on the basis of past experience is that,
on account of the complexity intrinsicin the motion, different
applicationsof tethers in space usually require dedicated and often highly
specialized simulation models. This is the most important reason why
accelerationlevels at the scientificlabs of the S.S.cannot be evaluated by
means of already existingcomputer codes. For the same reason, this study
has been started with a characterizationof the force and torque fields
which has made use of simple, but dedicated models, tailoredto the
desired degree of accuracy of the present purposes.

4Z
A Dedicated Computer Code
In the preceding chapter, as a resultof the survey about the state of the
art of dynamics simulations, it has been shown that the acceleration
levels to be expected at the experiments locationson board the S.S.cannot
be derived from the outputs of any existingcomputer code.
Therefore, the problem is now to examine the features desirable in a
mathematical model to be possibly developed for that purpose and to
decide which is the best choice between a singlemodel and a set of more
specializedones.
TIiefeatures of a computer code, nnr:ec:sar_yto predict with a .qooddegree
of accuracy the perturbation fieldat points fixed in the S.S.result from:
- the analysis of the perturbing field
- the mechanical features of the S.S.itself
- the accuracy of the micro-g levelsimulation to be achieved
Should the goal be to reacI_an accuracy of I0-9g, the majority of the
perturbations considered in the force fieldcharacterizationwould have to
be taken intoaccount. This, of course, originatesserious problems. To
mention some of them:
- Air drag (a more refined model is needed) causes the orbitdo decay,
so that the usual simplifying assumptions of a given circular,or near
circularorbit cannot be made. Further,orbitalmotion is coupled to
attitude dynamics
- Since the attitude motion of the S.S.is likelyto be the major source
of perturbation,detailed information is needed about the control law
and the actuators;otherwise, the simulation effort is physically
meaningless

- 2,-:tru,:turalv!bratlons model snould be included. The problem here is:
how reI1ar.,lesuch a model can be before in flight testing'-'
_n additlon, the code would suffer from the shortcomlngs common to the
models mentloned above and polnted out in (8); in synthesls, the quality of
a simulation depends not only on the mathematlcal method being used, but
also on the accuracy of the input, both imtial conditions and parameters.
Inaccurate initlalconditions can exclte parasitic components of the
motlon, absent In real dynamlcs. In some cases such components are
._rnplifiedas time goes on, thus c_using the simulatlon to diverge
asymptotically from real motion.
bore serlous seem to be the problem of parameters, in absence of
suffic:_enT,information, some of them are usually given "reasonable"
.._._iues,or even ignorecL The classic example is the one concermng material
damping. As is we!! known, the inclusion of damping in the dynamical
models usually increases the amount of c.omputations needed to obtain a
=.;olution.For th_s reason, wr_enever posslble, mechanical systems are
Tins a.=_.=_umptionha'.-,been Trequent!y used also it,,the slmulation of
r.ethered systems dynam_,cs. However, in some problems, as the evaluation
of the translent acceleration caused by the Orbiter docklng to the S.S.,
damping must be taken into account. In this case, the slmulation quality
depends on the accuracy to whlch the damping matrices of the S.S. and of
the tether(s) are known. In the tether case, some experimental work on
damping has already been done, but the dispersion of data is large and,
moreover, in flight conditions are conslderably different; thus, the amount
of uncertainty is also large. It is not known, at present, if energy
dissipation on board the c;S has heen evaluated or not.
In concluslon, it IS believed that:
- The task of implementing a model to simu!ate the motion of a system
composed I:_J_the _,.,,.,ee on or two tethered masses and. possiI:,ILI,an

elevator,is a big one ifsuch features as environmental forces,AOCS
and structuralvibrations are to be included
- The qualityof simulal!__ms,or at least of some of them, might be
lowered by lack of precision in the assignment of initialconditions
and numerical values of parameters affecting the motion

Conclusions
Inthis section,ithas been seen that previously developed general.purpose
computer codes cannot help in the evaluation of the perturbing
acceleration inside the scientificmodules.
The problem of the cost-effectiveness of implementing a new code,
dedicated specificallyto the present space system has also been
examined. Itis concluded that the effort is not advisable,because the
possibilityexists that some inputs can be evaluated with the desired
degree of accuracy only by measurements made in situ.
As a consequence, the only viableapproach to the problem seems to be the
one belng used in the present study. If,in the future,better accuracy will
be needed, some of the models used herein can be substituted without
impact on the others.
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Summary
This Task 1 Report deals with the investigation of the dynamics of each
one of the three tethered configurations proposed by Aeritalia for controlling the
acceleration level on board the space station. Specifically the dynamic response
and the apparent acceleration level on board the station are evaluated for each
tethered system acted upon by environmental and gravitational perturbations.
The effects of longitudinal dampers on the acceleration levels are also shown and
the important role of the dampers is demonstrated through numerical simulation.
The criteria followed for designing effective longitudinal dampers are also dealt
with.
Furthermore the report assesses the capability of a tethered system in
damping the first flexural mode of the single-transverse-boom space station.

Figure Captions.
Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figures 3(a)-3(f).
Figures 4(a)-4(b).
Figure 5.
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Reference frames and coordinates.
Schematic of Double Tether Centered System (DTCS) and its
discretization model.
Dynamic response of Double Tether Centered System (DTCS).
Orbital parameters: 28.5 ° inclination, 180 ° initial anomaly,
initially circular orbit, Sun at the Summer Solstice. Environ-
mental and gravitational perturbations: thermal fluxes in and
out of tethers, dynamic atmospheric density model (Jacchia's
1977), J o-gravity-term. Initial tether temperature equal to
380 °K. Tether longitudinal dampers are disactivated.
Dynamic response of the DTCS like in Figures 3 except for
the fact that two longitudinal dampers, each one tuned to the
bobbing frequency of the associated tether segment, are
activated.
Schematic of Single Tether System (STES) and its discretiza-
tion model.
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Figures 6(a)-6(f).
Figure 7.
Figure 8.
Figures 9(a)-9(i).
Figure 10.
Dynamic response of STES. The assumptions are like in
Figures 3. One longitudinal damper, tuned to the bobbing
frequency of the only tether, is activated.
Schematic of Double Tether System with Space Elevator
(DTSSE) and its discretization model.
Schematic of the 2-DOF system which models the bobbing
oscillations of the lower tether. The station is modelled by
the wall, m 1 is the elevator and rn_ is the lower-end-platform.
Dynamic response of the DTSSE. The assumptions are like
in Figures 3. Three longitudinal dampers, each one tuned to
the bobbing frequency of the associated tether, are activated.
(a) Schematic of Tethered Dynamic Absorber for abating the
first flexural mode the single-transverse-boom station.
(b) Schematic of the equivalent system of Tethered Dynamic
Absorber.
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Figure 11. (a) Effective static moment required to a Tethered Dynamic
Absorber for avoiding tether slacknessvs. modal frequency.
The flexural modal amplitude is assumed equal to 0.1m.
(b) Masses of end-platform, tether, and total mass of
Tethered Dynamic Absorber vs. tether length for both steel
and kevlar tether materials. The effective static moment is
l0s kg-m and the frequencyof the first flexural mode is 0.1
Hz.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is Task 1 Report submitted by the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory (SAO) under Aeritalia contract 8864153, "Analytical Investigation
of Tethered Gravity Laboratory," Dr. Enrico C. Lorenzini, Principal Investigator.
This Task 1 Report covers all the technical activity carried out at SAO on the
Active Center of Gravity Control.
2. TASK 1 TECHNICAL ACTIVITY
2.1 Introductory Remarks
The analysis performed by Aeritalia (AIT) has identified four different
configurations of tethered systems to be attached to the initial IOC (transverse
boom only) configuration of the space station (SS). These four tethered systems
were designed not only to provide alternative ways of controlling the acceleration
levels on board the SS but als0 for providing additional capabilities such as the
variable gravity laboratory and the damping of flexural modes of the station.
The control of the static position of the center of gravity of the overall
system and hence of the acceleration bias on board the S$ has been carried out
by Aeritalia. The results of the analysis, shown in the AIT Quarterly Progress
Report #1, have been used by Aeritalia to design the four different tethered
configurations. The four tethered configurations are:

1. Double Tether Centered System (DTCS0
2. Single Tether System (STS)
3. Double Tether System with Space Elevator
4. Shifted Double Tether System (SDTS)
(DTSSE)
Page 6
In particular system 4 had been designedto control the attitude of the station
(directly related to the acceleration levels) but has later been discarded by Aeritalia
based on considerations of operational constraints.
Out of the three configurations left two must be selected at the end of this
contractual task as the most promising for controlling the acceleration levels on
board the station and optionally for providing additional capabilities to the station.
Before making such a selection a fundamental topic had to be addressed, namely
the evaluation of the acceleration noise produced on board the station by each one
of the three tether configurations.
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2.2 Acceleration Noise And Tethered Systems' Dynamics
On one hand a tethered system attached to the space station provides
someuniquecapabilitiesfor the station as briefly mentionedin the previoussection.
On the other hand since a tethered system has a large exposedarea and covers
long distances it is affected by several environmental perturbations such as
aerodynamicdrag, thermal disturbances,and non-sphericalgravity effectsof which
the J2 term is the most important. The effects of these perturbations are small
but non-negligible when we consider acceleration levels as low a 10 -G g. For this
reason each one of the three tethered configurations, which passed the first
selection by Aeritalia, were further investigated by SAO to assess the acceleration
noise level transmitted to the space station when each tethered system is acted
upon by environmental perturbations.
Based upon previous experience with tethered systems for microgravity
applications, we know that longitudinal (along the tethers) dampers are necessary
for achieving a microgravity level well below 10 -5 g. The thermal perturbations,
in fact, cause quasi-impulsive variations of the tether lengths each time the system
crosses the terminator. Consequently the longitudinal component of the accelera-
tion on board the SS builds up over several orbits exceeding the 10 -s g level,
unless longitudinal dampers are added to the system.
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2.3 Simulation Model
The analysis of the dynamics of the three tethered systems attached to
the space station has been carried out by means of one of the SAO computer
code, developedunder a different contract. The code models a tethered system
with a number of massive,point-like lumps connectedby springs and dashpots.
The lumps are either tether lumps or platform lumps and their masses are
consequentlyvery different. A numerical integrator, which can be a variable-step
4th-orderRunge-Kutta or a predictor-corrector, integrates the acceleration compo-
nents of each lump with respect to a rotating orbiting frame ORF (seeFigure 1).
ORF rotates on a circular orbit at the constant orbital rate fl for that altitude.
The origin of ORF is selected by the user at the beginning of the simulation
run. Usually it is chosento coincidewith the system center of mass (CM) or the
system orbital center (CO) or the space station itself. As the simulation
progressesthe origin of ORF and the tethered system depart from one another
owing to the environmental and orbital perturbations.
The cartesiancoordinates of the lumps are the integration variables of the
computer code. We also use another set of variables to provide a more pictorial
and to some extent physical description of the system dynamic. This set of
coordinates is formed by (see Figure 1): the distances l; between successive
lumps, the deflectionseo'Sof the inner lumps with respect to the line through the
end-platforms, and the in-plane and out-of-plane libration angles of the overall
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system with respect to the local vertical (LV). The deflections e,'s are then
projected onto the in-plane components el'S and the out-of-plane components eo's.
This new set of variables will be used extensively in the next sections.
The simulation code is also equipped with subroutines which model
aerodynamic forces, gravity forces, and thermal fluxes.
Because of the very low acceleration levels in which we are interested,
an accurate model of external forces is necessary in order to simulate with high
enough fidelity the effects of the environment on the system dynamics. The main
external perturbations are: the gravitational forces Fg the aerodynamic forces Fd,
and the thermal effects on the tensional forces F T.
The gravity model of the computer code is not linearized and takes into
account zonal harmonic of the gravity field (Jz-term). The J2-term has a secular
effect on such orbital parameters of the system as mean anomaly, argument of
perigee, and right ascension of the ascending node. The Jz-term also affects the
librations and lateral oscillations (see next sections) of long tethered systems like
those under analysis.
The drag model is an analytical fit of Jacchia's 1977 density model. The
atmospheric density varies as a function of the altitude (the Earth's oblateness is
also considered) and the local exospheric temperature. The latter takes into
account the diurnal variation, which is a function of the argument of longitude and
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solar activity.
The thermal inputs on the tether segments are: the solar illumination,
the Earth's albedo, and the IR Earth radiation. The only cooling process is the
emitted radiation. The position of the terminator is computed as a function of
the Sun's position along the ecliptic.
tether temperature varies abruptly;
As the system crosses the terminator, the
consequently the tether segments expand or
contract and the tethers' tensions exhibit steep variations. The N-1 equations of
the thermal balance of the tether segments are added to the equations of motion
and integrated numerically by the integrator.
2.4 Double Tether Centered System
The Double Tether Centered System (DTCS) proposed by Aeritalia is the
first one that we analyzed. We simulated the dynamics of this configuration both
with and without longitudinal dampers to show the different acceleration levels for
the two cases.
The DTCS has been modelled by 9 lumps: 3 lumps for the platforms and
3 lumps for each one of the tethers as shown in Figure 2. We rounded off the
values of the masses of the platforms and of the length of the upper tether
adopted by Aeritalia. We also computed again the length of the lower tether
which provides the equilibrium of the forces (or zero apparent acceleration) at the
space station. For a long tether system, in fact, the point of zero net force
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(orbital center) does not coincide neither with the CM nor with the center of
gravity CG. The gravity force is non-linear and its departure from linearity has a
non-negligible effect for long tethered systems if we are interested in micro-gravity
acceleration levels. The design parameters of the DTCS, with the orbital center at
the space station, is therefore as follows (see Figure 2):
M 1 = 3050 kg
M2(SS ) = 200 × 10 3 kg
.V/3 = 5400 kg
_1 = 8360 m, rnrl = 2490 kg, dia 1 = 0.012 m
_ = 6000 m, mr2 = 1191 kg, dia 2 = 0.010 m
where mrl and mr2 are the masses of the lower and upper tether respectively. If
we adopt aluminum tethers, as proposed by Aeritalia, the stiffness coefficients of
the two tethers are EA 1 = 8,482,300 N and EA_ = 5,890,486 N respectively. We
also adopt a viscous damping model for the longitudinal oscillations of the tethers.
This implies that the ratio between the axial tether viscosity EA' and its stiffness
EA is constant; consequently the critical viscosity is a linear function of the
longitudinal wavelength. This damping model is not agreed upon by all the
investigators. Nevertheless, it is a conservative model and is therefore a prudent
choice before any other experimentally tested damping model of tether material is
produced. For the simulation runs, shown later on, we assume a critical
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wavelength of longitudinal waves of about 60 m. This means that any
longitudinal wave, propagating along the tether, with a wavelength shorter or equal
to 60 m is asymptotically damped. The values of axial tether viscosities for the
DTCS, consistent with the above critical wavelength, are EA' 1 = 30,000 N-sec
and EA_ = 20,000 N for the lower and upper tether respectively. The orbital
altitude of the system is 352 km and the inclination 28.5 °. These values are the
same for the three configurations under analysis.
2.4.1 Acceleration Noise -
For the first simulation run of the DTCS we assume that the system has
no longitudinal dampers. The simulation starts with the system aligned with the
local vertical. The initial conditions are equilibrium initial conditions which means
that the initial elastic stretches have been appropriately computed to balance the
external forces. The initial orbital anomaly is equal to _r on a 28.5 ° inclination
orbit with the space station initially at 352 km of altitude. The Sun is at the
Summer Solstice and the initial tether temperature T is the equilibrium
temperature of an aluminum tether which is steadily exposed to Sun rays
perpendicular to its longitudinal axis. The thermal characteristic of the aluminum
tether are summarized below:
c = specific heat = 962 J/Kg-°K

volume density = 2700 kg/m 3
emissivity = -0.01 + 6.6x10 "7 T 2
a = absorbitivity = 0.2 (1)
_IR = IR absorbitivity = 0.05
coefficient of thermal expansion = 1.3× 10 -s °Kq
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The drag model, described briefly in Section 2.3, has an average exospheric
temperature of 900 °K (the local exospheric temperature in the model depends on
the argument of longitude). The gravity model is described in Section 2.3. The
duration of the simulation run is 8000 sec or 1.5 orbits since the orbital period is
equal to 5495 sec.
The relevant features of this simulation run are shown in Figures 3(a)-3(f).
Specifically Figure 3(a) shows the atmospheric density profile at the SS over 1.5
orbits according to the model implemented in our simulation code. The density
profile is valid for all the simulation runs shown in this report. Figure 3(b)
depicts the temperatures of the lower and upper tether respectively. The two
temperature profiles are slightly different from one another owing to the different
tether diameters. Since the lower tether is thicker and more massive its thermal
inertia is larger than the upper tether. From the temperature profiles it is easy to
see the effect of the changing view factor and the eclipse. In particular the
derivative of the temperature is discontinuous at each crossing of the terminator.
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Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the in-plane 0, the out-of-plane _o libration
angles and thc in-plane tether deflections Q's respectively. The out-of-plane tether
deflections are negligible. The magnitudes of the libration angles and in-plane
deflections are small which implies that the drag and J2 gravity perturbations have
a relatively moderate effect upon the system dynamics. Specifically the librations
are excited primarily by the -/2 and the tether deflections by the atmospheric drag.
It is worth noticing that in Figure 3(d) the two tethers trail the SS (lump 5). The
two tethers, moreover, vibrates as a violin string with two different frequencies, as
shown in Figure 3(d), owing to their different linear densities.
Figure 3(e) shows the tether tension at the SS attachment points; the
upper and the lower tether tensions at the SS are very close because the SS is at
the orbital center. The low frequency oscillation, caused by system librations
which are driven by the J2 gravity term, is clearly shown in the figure. The
effects of the thermal shocks at the crossings of the terminator are also shown in
the figure. The thermal shocks excite tether longitudinal oscillations which
perturb the acceleration level on board the SS. In the absence of tether
longitudinal dampers (consistent with the assumptions for this run) the tether
tension, and consequently the acceleration level, builds-up reaching the maximum
value around the 10th-orbit as we learned from longer simulation runs of other
tethered systems. The effect of all the environmental perturbations is clearly
shown in Figure 3(f) which depicts the longitudinal, front and side components of
the acceleration measured on board the SS. These components are referred to the
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tether-body reference frame which provides an accurate representation of the SS
body-reference-frame (our model does not have the rotational dynamics of the
platforms) since it is reasonable to assume that, for small angles, the SS librates
like the overall system. The front component is generated by the air drag acting
upon the SS (cross section A = 1400 m2), the end platforms (A = 10 m 2 for each
platform), the lower tether (A = 100.3 m2), and the upper tether (A = 60 m2).
The side acceleration component is negligible. The longitudinal component is
affected primarily by the thermal shocks. The shocks force the system to ring, in
particular they excite the longitudinal tether oscillations which, in the absence of
longitudinal dampers, are only moderately abated by the tether material damping.
2.4.2 Noise Abatement Through Longitudinal Dampers -
The longitudinal tether oscillations triggered by the thermal shocks can be
abated by adding a longitudinal damper for each tether. The damper can be a
passive device in the form of a spring-dashpot system placed in series to the
tether, or it can be active. In the latter case each reel controls the associated
tether according to a proportional-derivative control law. Since the tethers of the
DTCS are relatively stiff and consequently the elastic stretches are only a few
centimeters long, passive dampers can be easily implemented by inserting spring-
dashpot devices between the tethers' tips and the attachment points to the end-
platforms.
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In reference[1_,an optimization of the dynamic responseof a longitudinal
damper in series with a tether has been carried out. The damper-plus-tether
system is a third order oscillating system if the intrinsic mass of the damper is
neglected. The damper parameters, wa = angular frequency and b_ = damping
coefficient, which provide the fastest decay time after the action of an impulsive
perturbation, have been computed in reference [1]. The results indicate that a
damper tuned to the tether bobbing frequency is a sub-optimal solution. The
decay time may actually be faster for a detuned damper at the expenses, however,
of a larger elastic tether stretch and hence a larger fluctuation of the acceleration.
We have therefore opted for the sub-optimal tuned damper. Reference [1] also
indicates the best value of damping coefficient for a tuned damper. The optimal
value of bj is consistent with a damping ratio equal to 0.9 for the response of the
hypothetical 1-DOF damper system (the damper is assumed to be directly
connected to the end-platform in this hypothetical system). The value of bd is
therefore given by:
bd = 1.8 EA/(t%) (2)
where wo is the bobbing frequency of the tether which is also equal to the damper
frequency w_ since the damper is tuned. After carrying out the computations we
obtain:

_'_1 = a"(_1= 0.4927 rad/s (lower tether)
bdl = 3,707 N/(m/s)
Wd2 = W02 = 0.4113 rad/s (upper tether)
bd2 = 4,297 g/(m/s)
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(3)
We run a second simulation of the DTCS like the one shown in the previous
chapter except for the addition of the two longitudinal dampers defined above.
The results of this simulation are shown in Figures 4(a)-4(b). The libration angles
and the tether deflections, as expected, are not affected by the longitudinal
dampers. The longitudinal dynamics, on the contrary, is strongly affected. As
shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), the tether tension at the SS and the longitudinal
component of the acceleration have been strongly abated. The longitudinal
oscillations are rapidly reduced to zero after the terminator's crossings. The
values of the peaks are reduced to a value comparable to the front acceleration
component. Furthermore, based on our experience with longer simulation runs of
tethered systems, the build-up of longitudinal oscillations is avoided with the
longitudinal dampers. The maxima shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are, therefore,
absolute maxima. The maximum acceleration on board the SS, in this case,
is always smaller than 10 "6 g.
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2.5 Single Tether System
The second configuration proposed by Aeritalia is a Single Tether System
(STES) designed to compensate for the static position of the system orbital center.
We have simulated the dynamic of this system in order to evaluate its acceleration
noise. Following a path similar to that of the previous section we model the
system with a number of lumps. This time we adopt 4-lumps: two for the
platforms and two for the tether. Since this system is quite stiff a higher number
of lumps would result in very long CPU times. 4-lumps provide, however, enough
resolution for the purpose of our analysis. The design parameters of STES,
proposed by Aeritalia, are shown below (see Figure 5):
M 1 = 70.4 kg
M2(SS ) = 200×103 kg
l I = 1660 m, rnT = 79 kg, dia = 0.005 m
which result in a tether stiffness coefficient EA = 1,472,622 N and an axial tether
viscosity EA'- _ 5000 N-see if we assume tether material characteristics like those
of the DTCS. The tether material is as suggested by Aeritalla, aluminum with
the thermal properties given by equations (1) of Section 2.4.1.
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2.5.1 Acceleration Noise -
A simulation of STES has been run according to the same assumptions
describedin Section2.4.2. Specificallyone longitudinal damper with the following
characteristics
wd = w01 = 2.842 rad/s
bd = 562 N/(m/s)
is placed in series to the tether. It is worth mentioning that since our simulation
code models the platforms as point masses the simulation model does not reflect
the offset between the space station's CM and the geometrical center of the
microgravity laboratory on board the station. In other words when the simulation
code computes the acceleration level on board the station it views the station as a
point.
The results of this simulation run are shown in Figures 6(a)-6(e). The
atmospheric density profile is like that of Figure 3(a). The tether temperature is
shown in Figure 6(a). The temperature profile resembles that of Figure 3(b).
The magnitude is slightly different owing to the different tether diameter. The in-
plane 0 and out-of-plane _ libration angles are shown in Figure 6(b) while the in-
plane tether deflections are depicted in Figure 6(c). The deflections are bigger
than for the DTC$ because of the lower tension of $TES [see Figure 6(d)] which,
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therefore, provides a smaller restoring force. Finally Figure 6(e) shows the
components of the acceleration measured on board the $5. The front component,
which is primarily related to the air drag acting upon the SS frontal section, is the
largest component. The side component is negligible. The longitudinal component
is also relatively smooth [see also the enlargement in Figure 6(f)]. This is most
probably due to the shorter tether length, with respect to the DTCS, and also to
the lighter end-platform. A lighter end-platform allows the tether to shorten or
lengthen more freely following a temperature variation, without causing _ large
fluctuation of the tension, and hence of the apparent acceleration.
The longitudinal acceleration component, as explained before, is not
computed at the location of the microgravity laboratory. Actually, the bias of the
longitudinal acceleration corresponds to a 1-m-offset between the station CM and
the microgravity lab. Consequently the bias at the microgravity lab is close to
zero. In conclusion the STES appears to be less noisy than the DTCS. Both the
STES and the DTCS are well within the 10 "s g microgravity requirement on board
the station. In particular the tether-related acceleration fluctuations around the
DC value on board the SS are of the order of 10 "s g for STE$.
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2.6 Double Tether System With SpaceElevator
The third configuration proposed by Aeritalia is a Double Tether System
with Space Elevator (DTSSE). Like for the first configuration we adopt the
rounded-off design parameters, indicated by Aeritalia, for the upper side of the
system (where the elevator is located) and we compute the tether length of the
lower side in order to have the orbital center at the SS. With reference to Figure
7 the design parameters of the DTSSE are
M 1 = 2250 kg
M2(EL ) = 2250 kg
M3(SS ) = 200×103 kg
M 4 = 3460 kg
t I = 4060 m,
_ = 1640 m,
_3 = 4977 m,
roT1 = 774 kg,
roT2 = 313 kg,
m/. 3 = 949 kg,
dia I = 9 turn
dia 2 = 9 mm
dia 3 = 9 mm
The three tether segments have therefore the same stiffness coefficient EA =
4,771,294 N and the same axial viscosity EA' - 16,500 N-sec consistent with the
values adopted in the previous sections. The tethers are made of aluminum as
proposed by Aeritalia. The discretization model for the DTSSE is a 10-lump-
model: 2 evenly spaced lumps for each of the three tether segments and 4 lumps
for the 4 platforms.
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2.6.1 Acceleration Noise -
A simulation of the DTSSE has been run according to the same
assumptions described in Section 2.4.2 with the exception of the initial temperature
which has been reduced from 380°K to 335°K in order to be closer to the
equilibrium value. In particular, three longitudinal dampers have been added to
the system: one for each tether segment. This time, however, it is more complex
to compute the bobbing frequencies of the two tether segments above and below
the elevator because these two longitudinal DOF's are coupled. Since the station is
two orders of magnitude heavier than the other platforms we can reasonably
assume that the vibrations of the lower tether are decoupled from the vibrations of
the upper tether. The bobbing frequency of the upper tether can be computed,
therefore, by assuming that the upper tether is a 1-DOF system. The bobbing
frequency of the upper tether is
w03 = v/EA/(£3rnQ3) (4)
( ) ( ')1 Ms  M 3+M s+ _rnr3 forwhere the equivalent mass mQ3 = M3 +2mr3 *
the mass of the upper tether. The lower tether subsystem (elevator plus end-mass
plus two tether segments) can be modelled, with respect to the bobbing oscillations,
as a 2-DOF system. Such a system is schematically depicted in Figure 8. The
mass rn 1 is the elevator and rn 2 the end-platform. The stiffnesses of the two
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tethers are k I = EA/t I and k 2 = EA/12, respectively. The eigenfrequencies and
eigenvector of this relatively simple system can be found in any book about multi-
DOF-system dynamics. Specifically the eigenfrequencies are given by:
where
_o,_= -b_ _/a=- 4a_ ;,_ 1,2 (5)
2a
a = /7l I rn 2
c = klk 2
(6)
After solving equation (5) for our system we obtain
%1 = 0.5395 rad/s
%2 = 1.3611 rad/s (7)
The amplitude ratios between the two components A i (first DOF) and B, (second
DOF) of the eigenvectors associated with the eigenfrequencies woi are given by
= BI k2
r2 _ = k2- _o22m2
= B_ k2 (S)

After substituting the numerical values of our system we obtain
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r I = 0.3475
r2 = - 3.1549 (9)
This result implies that the natural longitudinal oscillations of the 1st DOF (the
tether segment between EL and SS) are dominated by the second eigenfrequency
'-¢o2. On the other hand, the natural longitudinal oscillations of the 2nd DOF (the
tether segment between EL and the end-platform) are dominated by the first
eigenfrequency _zol. In order to dissipate the energy of longitudinal oscillations it
is therefore convenient to tune the damper between EL and SS to _zo2 and the
damper between EL and the end-platform to wol. The characteristics of the three
dampers are finally as follows:
wal = 0.5395 rad/s
%2 = 1.3611 rad/s
w_3 = 0.4991 rad/s
b_l = 3,920 N/(rn/s)
b_2 = 3,847 N/(rn/s)
= 3,457 N/(.,/s)
(10)
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where the indexes are referred to Figure 7.
The simulation run lasts 22,000 sec (4 orbits). All the environmental and
gravitational perturbations such as air drag, thermal perturbations, and J2 gravity
term are acting upon the system.
Figure 9(a) shows the variation of the atmospheric density over the four
orbits caused by the Earth oblateness and by the variation of the local exospheric
temperature _diurnal bulge). The latter effect, which has orbital frequency, seems
to be dominant.
Figure 9(b) shows the temperatures, which are equals, of the three tether
segments vs. time. The initial tether temperature is still slightly higher than the
steady-state value but the simulation is long enough for the system to reach a
thermal steady state after two orbits.
Figure g(c) shows the in-plane (0) and out-of-plane (_) libration angles.
Librations are small and are caused by the J2 gravity term and by air drag. The
magnitude of 0 and _ are comparable. In particular 0 shows an amplitude
modulation with a period slightly shorter than four orbits. This is due to a
beating phenomenon between the natural frequency V/'312 and the forcing frequency
212 (the angular frequency of the in-plane component of J2 is equal to 212).
Figure g(d) depicts the in-plane components of the deflections of the inner
lumps with respect to the line through the tip-lumps. The upper and lower
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tethers trail the SS because they have smaller ballistic coefficients than the SS.
The out-of-plane components of the deflections are negligible.
Figure 9(e) shows the tension at the attachment points of the SS. The
tensions at the upper and lower attachment points are almost equal because the SS
is at the orbital center. The spikes caused by thermal shocks at the crossings of
the terminator are clearly shown in the plot. Figure 9(f) depicts the front, side,
and longitudinal components of the acceleration on board the station. The front
component is primarily generated by air drag. The side component is negligible.
The longitudinal (along the tether) component shows a low frequency component
generated by J2 and the usual thermal spikes. The peak-to-peak fluctuations are
about 8x10 -7 g.
Figure 9(g) shows the tension at the lower attachment point to the elevator.
Figure 9(h) depicts the front and side components of the acceleration on board the
elevator. Figure 9(i), finally, shows the longitudinal component of the acceleration
on board the elevator. The peak-to-peak fluctuations on board the elevator arc
about 2 x 10-s g which means that the acceleration fluctuations with respect to the
dc value (sometimes called the g-quality) are about 10 -s g.
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Tethered Dynamic Absorber
Equivalent System -
The acceleration level at the stationary laboratory attached to the station is
significantly affected by the structural vibrations of the space station. Since the
microgravity experiments are most sensitive to low frequency disturbances, flexural
oscillations of the single boom station are potentially a major source of acceleration
noise. The frequency of the first flexural harmonic of the station is equal to 0.1
Hz for the 3-m-truss and 0.2 Hz for the 5-m-truss space station. The first flexural
harmonic is of particular importance because the through of the deformed
transverse boom coincides with the location of the stationary gravity laboratory.
The magnitudes of the expected maximum amplitudes of the station's
flexural modes have not been computed thus far. For the sake of our
computations we have assumed a 10 -2 m maximum deflection for the first flexural
mode. The maximum values of acceleration consistent with the above amplitude
are 4x 10 -4 g for the 3-m-truss and 1.6x 10 -a g for the 5-m-truss station.
It is clear from these values of accelerations that the abatement of the first
flexural mode of the station is of fundamental importance for the microgravity
experiments. A ~ 10 -a g level at ~ 10 -x Hz is strong enough to disrupt
microgravity processes such as protein crystal growth, vapor .crystal growth, and
solution crystal growth [2].
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Theseconsiderationsprompted us to investigatethe capability of a tethered
system in damping the first flexural mode of the station. Specificallythe bobbing
mode of the tethered system can be used to attenuate or damp the flexural mode.
The system under investigation is formed by the station vibrating according to the
first flexural mode in the vertical plane, a tether and an end-platform [seeFigure
10(a)]. This system is a 2-DOF system which can be reduced to a classic two
masses,two springs oscillating system [seeFigure 10(b)]. First we must compute
the equivalent mass of a point mass space station which vibrates with the same
energy, frequency, and amplitude of the first flexural mode.
In order to compute the energy of the first flexural mode we assume that
the station is a homogenous beam of length L vibrating freely. The modal shapes,
after removing the rigid body translations, are given by [3]:
Z = Cl[cos(kz ) + cosh(kx)] + C3[sin(kz ) + sinh(kz)] (11)
For the first mode of a beam with free ends we have:
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CI/ C3 _- - 1
3r
k = k 1 = 2---L (12)
Consequently the vertical displacement of the first mode is given by
z __ C,[cos(klz ) + cosh(k,z) -sin(klz ) -sinh(klz)]sin(_,t ) (13)
where w 1 = 2_']"1 is the angular frequency of the first mode and where we have
assumed that t = 0 when the beam is straight. For t = 0 the energy is all
kinetic and it is given by
,/oLE = _ # #2 dz (14)
where "_o is the velocity for t = 0 given by:
= (15)
After substitution of equation (15) into equation (14) and after computing several
integrals of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions we obtain:
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where M s is the total mass of the station. On the other hand, the energy of
the point mass station with mass ME# vibrating at the same angular frequency w l
and with amplitude A is given by:
=
(17)
The maximum oscillation amplitude at the center of the homogeneous beam ZL/_ is
given by:
ZL/_ = C 1 cos( 3r)+cosh(43-_r)-sin_= (18)
If we equate the energies of the two systems with equal maximum oscillation
amplitudes, that is ZL/2 = A, we finally obtain
MEQ = 0.757 M S (19)
Since the frequencies of the two systems are also the same we have that the
stiffness of the first spring of the equivalent system [see Figure lO(b)] is:
k! = ME¢w _ = 0.757 Msw _
and the stiffness of the second spring is
(20.1)
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= (2o.2)
In Figure 10(b) FG is the gravity gradient force, which is assumed to be static, and
F = cos(_vt) is a generic perturbation force.
2.7.2 System Dynamics -
The equations of motion of the equivalent system of Figure 10(b) can be
found in any book of dynamics of multi-DOF systems. In particular the
displacement of the equivalent station MEQ and the end-mass M R are respectively
given by:
and
z l - k_- 1- / D + F--q-kl
F/D+ Fe_
z 2 = k---_l k:k 2
D = [1+# (w2_2_(w)2][ (w)2] /,__2
(2:.:)
(21.2)
(21.3)
where # = Mp/MEQ is the mass ratio, w I is the angular frequency of the station
and w 2 of the end-platform.
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For w, = w the oscillation of the station ceases. The tethered system acts
as a dynamic absorber. In this case the displacement of the end-mass is
[_ - k_ /# + _k_ I + /_ (22)
where F/k I = (SF and Fc/k 1 = _sc are simply the static deflections associated
with the forces F and FG.
It seems, therefore, that a tether system can in principle attenuate the first
flexural mode of the station and that it can be easily tuned to the desired
frequency by simply varying the steady-state tether length. In reality the
avoidance of tether slackness poses a strong constraint to the design of a tethered
dynamic absorber.
The tether tension T [see Figure 10(b)] is proportional to z 2 - z 1. Hence for
T = 0 and for a dynamic absorber with w2 = w we must have:
where
(23)
FG= ZM_l (24)
In equation (24) i_ is the tether length and Mp is the effective mass of the tethered
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system which takes into account the tether mass and the platform massas follows
[4]:
1 (25)
where Mpo is the mass of the platform and # the linear density of the tether.
From equation (23) we compute the minimum effective static moment Mp_ which
provides a null tether tension. From equations (20.1), (23) and (24) we obtain
Mv _ = 0.757 (__.t) 23 _SFMS (26)
where _sF is the amplitude of the oscillations (i.e. non related to gravity gradient)
of the station's first flexural mode. It is worth noticing that the minimum
effective static moment Mp_ is independent of the frequency w = w 2.
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2.7.3 Numerical Results -
An important example is the utilization of the dynamic absorber for
damping the station first flexural mode at the resonant frequency wl. In this case
the bobbing frequency of the tethered vibration absorber w 2 is tuned to w 1 and we
have
EA = w_Mv_. (27)
where EA is the tether stiffness. The tether linear density # is also related to the
tether cross section A and to the volume density p by:
= pA (28)
For a tether of given intrinsic characteristics E and p we can therefore evaluate the
mass of the platform Mpo and the tether linear density # as a function of w 1 and
of _SF by means of equations (25), (28), (29), and (30). For a numerical example
we adopt an oscillation amplitude of the station _SF = 10-2 m, and an orbital rate
= 1.14 x 10 -3 rad/s (orbital altitude = 352 km).
Figure 11(a) shows the effective static moment Mpl vs. the frequency 1"1=
wl/(21r ). For the resonant frequencies of the proposed configurations of the
single-boom station, 0.1 Hz or 0.2 Hz, the minimum effective static moment must
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be at least 10 s kg-m. By utilizing equations (25), (29), and (30) we can design the
tethered dynamic absorber. If we adopt a kevlar tether with E = 6.2× 101°
N/m e, p = 1440 kg/m 3 from equation (29) we have that the tether diameter d =
28.5 mm. For a steel tether with E = 20x101° N/m 2, p = 8x103 kg/m 3 we
obtain d = 15.8 mm.
From equations (25) and (30) we compute the mass of the platform Mpo and
of the steel or kevlar tether m T vs. the tether length. Figures ll(b) shows the
mass of the platform, of the tether, and the total mass of the absorber
respectively for kevlar or steel tethers. The numerical results point out that a
tethered dynamic absorber for the station is quite massive. Convenient tether
lengths range between 5 and 10 km with total masses ranging from 24 to I4.6
metric tons. Kevlar tethers are more convenient from a mass point of view. For
a 10-km-long kevlar tether, for example, Mpo = 5400 kg, m r = 9200 Kg and the
total mass of the dynamic absorber Mro T is 14600 kg. For a 10-km-long steel
tether we have, instead, Mpo = 2110 kg, m r = 15780 kg and rnro r = 17890 kg.
The dynamic absorber is purely passive. Its ability to attenuate the
flexural oscillations of the station is based upon an energy transfer from the
vibrating station to the absorber which takes place when the device is tuned to the
frequency to be abated. That energy however remains in the absorber unless a
damping mechanism is added to the system. The additional damper may simply
be implemented by controlling the tether length with a proportional derivative
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control law or by inserting a spring-dashpot system between the station and the
tether. The mathematics of the system becomes more complex but the results of
this analysis do not add much to the design of the absorber except for the
additional computation of the damper's damping coefficient.
One final concern. Since the tethered dynamic absorber is massive, it
causes a non-negligible shift of the overall system CM and hence a non-negligible
dc value of the acceleration at the stationary gravity laboratory. A dynamic
absorber with a 108 kg-m static moment produces a CM shift of 500 m which
corresponds to adc acceleration of 2 × 10 -4 g. In order to neutralize this effect an
equal-static-moment tethered system should be deployed on the opposite side of the
station. The two systems together form a Double Tethered Centered System
(DTCS) with dimensions somewhat different from the DTCS described in Section
2.4. The tethered system opposite to the dynamic absorber should be detuned
from the flexural modes of the station. A lower bobbing frequency (tether softer
and thinner than the dynamic absorber's tether) is recommended so that the
vibrations of the station are attenuated before reaching the end-platform (on this
subject see also reference [5] for further detail).
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis carried out on the proposed tethered systems for the active
control of the center of gravity of the space station shows that all the three
configurations meet the microgravity requirement (10 "s g) for the acceleration level
on board the station. Specifically in order to meet that requirement over a large
number of orbits each system must be equipped with longitudinal dampers in
series with the tether segments. Each damper may simply be a spring-dashpot
system (the dampers' stretches for the three systems are at most a few-centimeter-
long) tuned to the bobbing frequency of the associated tether segment. The
dampers rapidly abate the longitudinal tether oscillations excited by thermal shocks
ensuing the crossings of the terminator.
The tether-related acceleration noise on board the station for the three
tether systems is generated primarily by thermal shocks. On the other hand, the
air drag, which is responsible for the front component of the acceleration, is mainly
related to the frontal area of the station while the contributions of the tethers'
cross sections are marginal.
If longitudinal dampers are adopted the maximum acceleration level on
board the station for the Double Tethered System with and without the Elevator is
less than 10 "6 g. The performance of the Single Tether System with respect to
tether-related acceleration noise is even better since the maximum fluctuations of
the longitudinal acceleration component around the dc value are of the order of
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10 s g. A light and sho_t tethered system is, in fact, less influenced by thermal
shocks.
Finally the acceleration fluctuations (g-quality) on board the elevator of the
Double Tethered System are about 10 -5 g.
In conclusion the acceleration levels on board the station for the three
proposed configurations are well within the 10 -5 g requirement if longitudinal
dampers are added to these systems. The g-quality on board the elevator for the
Double Tether System with Elevator is comparable to the g-quality of the
microgravity laboratory attached to the station.
From previous experience the tether-related acceleration noise on the station
and the elevator can be further improved if softer tethers are used. This implies
the usage of tether materials with moderate values of the Young modulus and
moderate tether diameters. Since the selection of the tether diameter is driven by
the survivability of the tether to micrometeoroid impacts, the evaluation of the
probability of tether failure must be carefully estimated in order not to oversize
the tethers.
A Tethered Dynamic Absorber can abate the space station's first flexural
mode. However, for a modal frequency of 0.1 Hz (3-m-truss station) and a modal
amplitude of 10 -2 m the total mass of a 10-km-long kevlar-tether dynamic
absorber is about 14.6 metric tons in order to avoid tether slackening. Since this
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system has a strong static moment it requires a compensating tethered system on
the opposite side of the station. The end result is a Double Tethered System in
which one side, tuned to the flexural mode of the station, is the Dynamic
4,bsorber, while the other side is detuned from the flexural oscillations.
For frequencies lower than 0.1 Hz the mass required for a Dynamic
Absorber decreases strongly because the minimum static moment is inversely
proportional to the square of the frequency. It seems therefore that a Dynamic
Absorber becomes much more desirable if it will be proven that low frequency (<
0.1 Hz) flexural oscillations are excited during the mission of the single-boom space
station.

